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Résumé 
 

Le graphène épitaxié sur des substrats métalliques est un modèle prometteur 
pour le développement de nouveaux systèmes hybrides, dans lesquelles les effets 
d'interface peuvent être exploités pour concevoir de nouvelles propriétés.  
L'insertion d'espèces entre le graphène et son substrat, une opération connues  
sous le nom d’-«intercalation», est une approche très puissante à cet égard. 
 
Avec l'aide des outils de la physique des surfaces, nous avons étudié trois 
systèmes 
graphène/métal, dont deux sont des systèmes hybrides intercalés, et l'autre est 
un candidat pour un tel système : (i) le graphène/Ir(111) intercalé avec un oxyde 
ultra-mince, (ii) graphène/Ir(111) intercalé avec des couches sub-atomiques du 
cobalt et (iii) de graphène sur Re(0001). Nous avons montré que certains défauts, 
en particulier les ridules (délamination du graphène de son substrat) et d'autres 
régions courbées du graphène, jouent un rôle crucial, non anticipé, dans le 
processus d'intercalation. Nous avons également observé que l'intercalation se 
déroule d'une manière nettement différente sous ultravide et à pression 
atmosphérique.  
 
Dans le premier système, des espèces contenant de l'oxygène entrent à 
l'extrémité ouverte des ridules et diffusent au long de ces ridules pour former des 
nano-rubans d'oxyde. Ces rubans modifient le dopage électronique du graphène, 
ce qui se traduit également par des changements substantiels dans la réponse 
optique inélastique (Raman) du graphène. Dans le second système, l'efficacité 
de l'intercalation est apparue dépendante de l'interaction 
graphène-métal, laquelle varie entre les domaines de graphène orientés 
différemment sur_(111). Dans ce système, les sites d'entrée pour les espèces 
intercalées, des régions courbées dans le graphène, ont pu être identifiés grâce à 
l'observation in_operando (en cours de croissance) du processus. Enfin, la 
croissance de graphène dans un troisième système (graphène/Re(0001)), a été 
étudiée afin de permettre le développement de futurs systèmes 
graphène/Re hybrides supraconducteurs. Dans ce système, nous avons proposé 
deux voies de croissance, l'une étant basé sur un processus de croissance en 
surface d’un monocristal massif de Re(0001), l'autre reposant sur la ségrégation 
en surface, activée thermiquement, du carbone dissout à haute température dans 
des films minces de Re sur saphir. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Abstract  
 
 
 

Epitaxial graphene grown on metal substrates is a promising platform for 
developing new hybrid systems, in which interface effects can be exploited to 
engineer novel properties. The insertion of foreign species between graphene and 
its substrate, referred to as “intercalation”, was shown very powerful in this 
respect.  
 
With the help of surface science tools, we have studied three graphene/metal 
systems, two of which are intercalated hybrid systems, and the other is a 
candidate for such a system: (i) graphene/Ir(111) intercalated with an ultrathin 
oxide, (ii) graphene/Ir(111) intercalated with cobalt (sub) atomic layers, and (iii) 
graphene on Re(0001). We found that some defects, especially wrinkles (linear 
delamination of graphene from its substrate) and other curve graphene regions 
play a crucial, yet unanticipated role in the intercalation process. We also found 
that the intercalation proceeds in a markedly different fashion under ultra-high 
vacuum and under atmospheric pressure. 
 
In the first system, oxygen-containing species were found to intercalate via the 
open end of wrinkles; to diffuse along then, and to form oxide nanoribbons along 
wrinkles accordingly. These ribbons modify the charge density of graphene, 
which also translates into substantial changes in the inelastic (Raman) optical 
response of graphene. In the second system, the efficiency of intercalation proved 
to be dependent on the graphene-metal interaction, which varies between 
differently oriented graphene domains on Ir(111). In this system, the entry sites 
for intercalated species could be identified, thanks to in operand observation of 
the process, as curved regions in graphene. Finally, graphene growth in a third 
system, graphene on Re(0001), was addressed in order to enable the future 
development of graphene/Re superconducting hybrids. In this system, we 
proposed two growth routes, one being a surface-confined process, on bulk 
single-crystal Re(0001), and the other being a temperature-induced segregation 
of carbon dissolved at high temperature in thin Re(0001) films on sapphire. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

0.1 graphene as a building block in hybrid systems

Owing to the various possible hybridizations of its outer atomic orbitals, carbon,
one of the most common elements, plays a unique role in nature. It forms many

allotropes. This material keeps on surprising scientists with its rich physics and possi-
ble myriad applications. Being a truly two-dimensional arrangement of carbon atoms,
disposed in a honey-comb lattice, graphene fostered considerable interest in various
scientific communities, from physics, to chemistry, materials science and biology.

Numerous studies of graphene have been stimulated by its exceptional properties,
to name only a few, the high current density it can sustain, its unprecedented thermal
conductivity, its quantized optical transmittance and the linear dispersion of the elec-
tronic bands which governs electronic transport through it. Many applications have
been envisaged for graphene, which has been proposed as a candidate for transparent
conductive electrodes [1], field effect transistors [2], nano-electromechanical systems
[3] or anodes in Li-ion batteries [4].

In parallel to the exploration of the unique properties of isolated graphene, the devel-
opment of more advanced architectures, called graphene-based hybrid systems, com-
bining graphene with other materials, has stimulated intense efforts recently. The
motivation is to combine multiple functionalities and, in some cases, to achieve new
ones. Interfaces play a prominent role in these hybrid systems. A relevant approach,
on the way to the detailed understanding of this role, is the study of systems with
well-defined interfaces, such as in high quality graphene in contact with high quality
metallic surfaces. A number of transition metals with interesting properties (e.g. mag-
netism, superconductivity) may serve as both supports and catalysts for the growth
of graphene. They offer an opportunity for preparing functional graphene/metal sys-
tems, in which the graphene has a well-defined epitaxial relationship with its substrate,
and which are referred to as epitaxial graphene [5].

A large variety of graphene-based hybrid systems can be achieved from epitaxial
graphene systems. Materials can be either deposited on top of graphene, as was
shown for metallic nanoclusters [6] or semiconducting nanowires [7], or intercalated
in between graphene and its substrate [8]. Such approaches were found powerful, for
modifying the properties of graphene, e.g. inducing a bandgap [9], magnetic moments
[10], or a Rashba effect [11] in graphene, or modifying those of the materials contacted
to graphene, e.g. the magnetic properties of small size clusters [12] and of ultrathin
films [13].

0.2 intercalation pathways for tuning the graphene properties

The guideline for our work is the development of novel graphene-metal hybrid systems
with the help of intercalation strategies and the study of their properties. The first step
in this route is the growth of graphene on its metallic substrate. While on some metals,
such as iridium, growth of graphene is well-established and relatively straightforward,

23
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Figure 1: Cartoon showing oxygen
species entering the wrinkles
with a selective oxidation
of iridium substrate. Three-
dimensional atomic force
microscopy image of an
oxide ribbon formed around
a wrinkle.

oxide 

graphene

on some others, like rhenium as we will see, it is a complex processes which is not yet
fully understood. Since the choice of the metal used as a support for graphene is not
only governed by its convenience with respect to growth, but also with respect to the
new functions it may give to graphene, there is strong motivation for achieving further
understanding in the growth of graphene on metals.

The second step in the preparation of intercalated graphene-based hybrid systems
is actually the intercalation process itself. Though a large amount of works have been
devoted to intercalation in graphene systems, surprisingly, there is only partial knowl-
edge about how intercalation actually works. The intercalation pathways are largely
unknown, which is obviously disappointing, as one expects better-controlled and more
advanced structures to become within reach once these pathways will be known.

Finally, the third step is the study of the new properties deriving from the intercala-
tion.

As we will see in this thesis through the study of three different systems, we could
not systematically reach the second and third steps, and once the third step was ac-
tually undertook, it appeared obvious that multiple characterization bringing comple-
mentary information were required in order to understand the observations.

0.3 description of the manuscript

We will first address a system in which graphene growth is well-established, graphene
on Ir(111) [14, 15], and focus on the intercalation of oxygen species between graphene
and Ir(111), and on the effects this intercalation has on the properties of graphene.
We will show that in this prototypical example of a weak graphene-metal interaction
system, a well-know defects of graphene sheets, wrinkles, play a key role in the in-
tercalation: oxygen species enter at wrinkles easily and diffuse below graphene (Fig-
ure 1). Spontaneous intercalation is indeed found in atmospheric conditions to yield
oxide nanoribbons intercalated along between graphene and Ir(111). These ribbons are
found to modify the charge density in graphene.

We will continue with the same system, graphene on Ir(111), but studied in ultra-
high vacuum, in the view of the intercalation of cobalt. Cobalt is chosen here as it has
been found in our group that novel graphene-cobalt hybrid systems can be prepared
by intercalation, in which the magnetization of Co ultrathin films can be controlled
by the graphene-cobalt interface. We will show that the intercalation depends on the
epitaxial relationship between graphene and Ir(111), and that preferential nucleation
occurs at curved graphene regions, on the walls of the wrinkles and on top of substrate
step edges (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Low-energy electron mi-
croscopy (15 µm field of
view) image of different rota-
tional domains of graphene
flake have been coloured
for clarity. Wrinkles are
highlighted by white lines.

20 nm

Figure 3: Scanning tunnelling mi-
croscopy of graphene/Re
showing the moiré pattern
due to the lattice mismatch of
graphene and Re, and with
various of defects indicated
by black arrows.

We will finally address a third systems, which unlike graphene/Ir(111), is character-
ized by a strong interaction between graphene and its substrate: graphene/Re(0001)
(Figure 3). While the strong graphene-Re coupling is desirable in order to achieve
transparent graphene-metal contacts, a prerequisite for proximity-induced supercon-
ductivity in graphene (graphene, alone, is not superconducting, but rhenium is), it
is a priori detrimental to the unique electronic properties of graphene, which should
be destroyed. Therefore we foresee that local intercalation between graphene and Re
will be a way to reconcile efficient induction of superconductivity in graphene and
preservation of the unique properties of graphene. The complexity of the growth of
graphene on Re(0001), however, focused most of our attention thus far, and for this
reason we will only address this aspect in the present manuscript. We will unveil to
distinctive growth mechanism for graphene on Re(0001), a surface-confined one onto
bulk single-crystals, and one based on the temperature induced surface segregation of
carbon enriched in thin Re thin films. We will also describe the results of first principle
calculations and Raman spectroscopy showing that the interaction between graphene
and Re(0001) is, as expected, strong.

The manuscript is organized as follows. Chapter one is an overview of graphene
oriented towards epitaxial graphene on metals. In this chapter basic properties of
graphene, its structure (superstructures, defects), growth, and properties when de-
posited on metals will be shortly reviewed.
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Chapter 2 gives details on the experimental methods which we have employed.
In situ characterization techniques, electron microscopy-diffraction and scanning tun-
nelling microscopy, as well as ex situ ones. Raman spectroscopy and atomic force
microscopy will be described. Details on the measurement setup used in this work
will also be presented. I also will describe the preparation of samples which we will
address in the next chapters, thin rhenium films on sapphire, and graphene on thin
iridium films on sapphire.

The next three chapters will be devoted to the three systems described above: graphene
on Ir(111) intercalated at ambient pressure with oxide ribbons (chapter 3), graphene
on Ir(111) intercalated by cobalt (chapter 4), and graphene on Re(0001) (chapter 5).

0.4 questions addressed in this manuscript

The study of the three systems mentioned above raises a number of questions, some
of which are common to the three systems, some not, which I summarize here:

- Where does intercalation start in epitaxial graphene systems? What is the
role of defects? Are there some different processes depending on pressure?
Is intercalation localized, or is it extended?

- What is the influence of the graphene-metal interaction? What is the im-
portance of the graphene-metal epitaxial relationship? Can intercalation
differ from on graphene-metal system to the other?

- How does graphene grow on metals? How do surface carbide, dissolution
in bulk, and graphene growth compete depending on temperature?



1
E P I TA X I A L G R A P H E N E O N M E TA L S

Carbon exhibits a variety of interesting structural and electronic properties because
of its tendency to form both sp2 and sp3 bonds [16]. This gives rise to a range

of interesting physical properties. The term, graphene, was first coined to describe a
single sheet of carbon by Boehm in 1964 [17] . This two-dimensional (2D) counterpart
of graphite had been obtained decades ago by growth on substrate, but it is only
from 2004, with the progress of nanofabrication, that its unique electronic properties
became accessible to experimentalists. Graphene can be seen a basic building block
for graphitic materials of all dimensionalities. It can be wrapped up to form a zero-
dimensional object, a fullerene, or a one-dimensional one, a nanotube, or stacked into
a three-dimensional object, graphite [18] as shown in Figure 4. The infatuation for
graphene owes a lot to the surprising finding from 2010 Physics Nobel Prize winners
A. Geim and K. Novoselov, that graphene can be isolated onto a dielectric support,
SiO2, by simple repeated peeling off of graphite crystallites with the help of adhesive
tape [19], a method known since then as the "scotch tape method".

Figure 4: Representation of the atomic structure of carbon allotropes, issued from [20].

Thanks to its unconventional properties, since 2004 graphene has become a mate-
rial of an intense interest [19]. Especially, graphene became the first material hosting
exclusively charge carriers at the Fermi level which behave like relativistic particles
utterly coupled to their antiparticle (electron or hole) [21, 22]. As those carriers are
those relevant for electronic transport in devices, these opened broad perspectives for
both fundamental Physics exploring quantum phenomena usually restricted to high
energy physics, and potential applications with new functionalities and/or improved
performances in microelectronics. In this chapter, I will introduce various concepts
which will be employed to understand the properties of graphene grown in epitaxy on
a metal, hereafter referred to as epitaxial graphene. Here I note that the term "epitaxy"
is employed in its broad meaning. It may refer to a mere prolongation of the atomic

27
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rows from the substrate by carbon atoms through covalent bonds, but also to situations
in which only a well-defined or preferential orientation of graphene’s zigzag rows with
the substrate atomic rows occur. In this sense this includes the notion of van der Waals
epitaxy [23], which describes the situation in which the epitaxial relationship is guided
by van der Waals bonding. First, I will present the structure of graphene on metals
including the defects. Then, I will focus on the growth of graphene, specially empha-
sising on the parameters that influence the metal-graphene interaction during growth.
Special attention will be paid to the electronic properties of graphene on different met-
als in connection with their interaction with graphene.

1.1 structure and electronic properties of free-standing graphene

1.1.1 Structure in real and reciprocal spaces

Graphene is a planar sheet of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice with a
strong covalent σ bonds between the carbon atoms. The graphene lattice consists in
two identical triangular sublattices which are shifted on with respect to another by
ac= 1.42 Å(the C-C bond length in graphene) along one median of a triangle in one
sublattice, [24] as shown in Figure 5. The lattice vectors are defined as follow:

a1 =
a

2
(3,
√
3) a2 =

a

2
(3,−

√
3) (1)

The high degree of structural symmetry gives rise to two inequivalent points, K and
K’ at the corners of the Brillouin zone. Their coordinates in reciprocal space are:

K =

(
2π

3a
,
2π

3
√
3a

)
K ′ =

(
2π

3a
,−

2π

3
√
3a

)
(2)

Further, the reciprocal lattice vectors are given by:

b1 =
2π

3a
(1,
√
3) b2 =

2π

3a
(1,−

√
3) (3)

These vectors determine the first Brillouin zone (FBZ) Figure 5, in which the sym-
metry point Γ can be defined as the centre and K and K

′
for the two groups of three

equivalent points at the six corners of the hexagonal Brillouin zone. These two high
symmetry points K and K

′
, which are called Dirac points, have particular importance

as detailed in the following section.

1.1.2 Band structure

In graphene, sp2 hybridised orbitals are formed, they give a strong σ bonds that en-
sure the cohesion of the honeycomb lattice [25], while the other 2pz orbital, which
is perpendicular to the graphene plane, forms π covalent bonds. Those electrons in-
volved in π bonds give to graphene most of its remarkable electronic properties. The
band structure of graphene was first studied by Wallace who used tight binding model
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Figure 5: Geometry of graphene in real and reciprocal space. (a) Hexagonal honeycomb lattice
in real space, the vectors ~a1 and ~a2 and the atoms A and B define the Bravais network
(b) Corresponding Brillouin zone where Γ is the centre of the FBZ and K and K

′
its

corners; M is located on a side of the FBZ between K and K
′

point [20]

[26], he considered electron hopping from pz orbitals between nearest and next-nearest
neighbours while neglecting the overlap of electron wave-functions centred on differ-
ent atoms. This method was reproduced later by references [27, 28, 29]. The tight
binding Hamiltonian used to derive the band structure of graphene writes, in this
model:

H = −t
∑

<i,j>,σ

(
a∗σ,ibσ,j + c.c

)
− t ′

∑
<<i,j>>,σ

(
a∗σ,iaσ,j + b

∗
σ,ibσ,j + c.c

)
(4)

where the
∑
〈i,j〉 runs over the different i,j atomic sites of the lattice, t and t’ are

the nearest (between sublattices A and B) and next-nearest (within the same sublattice)
hopping energies (t = 2.8 eV from density functional theory calculations and t’ is about
0.1 eV), a (b) and a* (b*) are the creation and annihilation operators for electrons living
on sublattice A (B), and σ is the spin of electrons [20]. The electronic dispersion (energy
vs wavevector length k =

∣∣∣−→k ∣∣∣ , k = (kx,ky,kz)) of the π bands which is derived from
this model can be written:

E± = ± t
√
3+ f(k) − t

′
f(k) (5)

Where

f(k) = 2 cos(
√
3kya) + 4 cos

(√
3

2
kya

)
cos

(
3

2
kxa

)
(6)

This yields two electronic bands, the valence π and the conduction π∗ bands, which
meet only at the six corners of the FBZ. Given the number of electrons per carbon
atoms, the valence band is filled while the conduction band is empty, i.e. the Fermi
level lies exactly at the intersection of the two bands. Noteworthy, in a very good
approximation in an energy window of ± 2 eV about Fermi level, the electronic bands
have linear dispersion, forming six cones at K and K’ points. The electronic dispersion
is usually written in the form:

E(
−→
k ) = ±  hvf |

−→
k | (7)
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Here, vf = 3ta
 h ∼ 106m.s−1 is the Fermi velocity. This linear dispersion implies that

whatever their energy, charge carriers have the same velocity, i.e. they behave like mass-
less particles. For this reason they are usually referred to as relativistic particles, whose
velocity is vF, which is about 300 times smaller than the speed of light. This property,
though often highlighted, does not account for many of the unique behaviours of
charge carriers in graphene. The Hamiltonian written above may be rewritten in an
expression involving Pauli matrices, which introduce a new quantum number for de-
scribing electronic states, the sublattice pseudo-spin, which is independent of the spin
of the electrons. An up pseudo-spin refers to the component on one sublattice and a
down pseudo-spin refers to the component on the other sublattice. Considering charge
carriers in graphene as massless pseudoparticles having a pseudospin allows one to
make a formal analogy with massless chiral Dirac fermions, which are better described
by the Dirac-Weil equation than by the Schrödinger one. This analogy can be used to
understand the unusual sequence of Landau levels, corresponding to a discretization
of the density of states of a 2D electron gas in the presence of a perpendicular mag-
netic field (integer quantum Hall effect), which was unveiled in 2005 [22]. Not only the
spacing between Landau levels is markedly different from that of a 2D electron gas for
which electrons live in parabolic electronic bands, but also the presence of a Landau
level at the Fermi level is unique and can be traced back to the presence of two pseudo-
spins. The unique behaviour of charge carriers in graphene gives access to a wealth
of phenomena usually explored in high energy physics, such as Klein tunnelling, the
total transparency of a potential barrier, whatever its height, to massless chiral Dirac
fermions impinging it perpendicularly [21].

Graphene has initiated the study of the properties of purely 2D materials, which
extends since a few years to other systems, e.g. hexagonal boron nitride or transi-
tion metal dichalcogenides like MoS2 or WS2. BN was found to be a close-to-ideal
smooth support for graphene sheets [30], while MoS2 and WS2 showed unique optical
properties which strongly vary with the number of layers [31].

Figure 6: Electronic dispersion of graphene throughout the Brillouin zone, the zoom depicts
the structure on Dirac cone near the Fermi level, issued from [32].

1.2 structure of epitaxial graphene on metals

The ideal structure described in the previous section is considerably simpler than in
any practical situation. Even suspended, graphene is a rippled membrane rather than a
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flat one. Onto its most commonly used support, SiO2, it is also rippled, due to the only
local contact with it. In the case of graphene resting on its growth substrate, e.g. silicon
carbide or a metal, the structure is better defined, but can be rather complex, mostly
as a result of a complex trade-off between strain, rippling, and bonding energies.

1.2.1 Epitaxy between graphene and metals

The carbon-carbon bond in graphene is smaller than the metal-metal ones at all transi-
tion metal surfaces, by at least about 1% (graphene and Ni(111)). Given that graphene
has huge Young’s modulus, related to the strength of the C-C bond, the compression of
the graphene lattice which would give a pseudomorphic graphene onto the metal sur-
face is most often prohibitively costly. Only for low lattice mismatches can graphene
conform to its metallic substrate, as it is the case on Ni(111) and Co(0001). On these
metals, density functional theory (DFT) suggests that the most stable configuration
corresponds to one C sublattice sitting directly on top of Ni/Co atoms [33, 34], and the
second sublattice on top of the Ni/Co atoms in the third layer. A difference of height
between the two sublattices, resulting from this configuration which breaks the equiva-
lence of the two-sublattices, was predicted. Experiments seem in qualitative agreement
with these predictions [35].

On all other metals graphene does only partly accommodate its lattice. The mis-
match between the metal and graphene atomic lattices yields a periodic pattern of
local partial coincidences between the two lattices. The formation of such a pattern is
similar to a well-known optical phenomenon, the moiré effect. It may be regarded as
an interference between two mismatched lattices. Interestingly, other kinds of moirés
were observed long ago in another sp2 hybridized carbon system, graphite: these
moirés do not result from a lattice mismatch, but rather from an orientation mismatch
between two identical lattices (two stacked and rotated graphene sheets) [36].

The moiré patterns between graphene and metals may have different symmetries
depending on the symmetry of the metal surface: triangular and linear moirés are
formed on fcc(111) [37] or hcp(0001) [38], and bcc(110) [39] metal surfaces respectively.

In the case of hcp(0001) and fcc(111) metal surfaces, if the carbon zigzag rows align
along the dense packed metal rows, the period of the moiré dmoiré is given by:

dmoiré =
1

1
aC

− 1
am

(8)

with aC and am the graphene and metal surface lattice parameters respectively. This
value decreases as the angle between carbon zigzag rows and metal dense packed rows
increases from 0 to 60

◦ [40]. For graphene/Ir(111) [40], the moiré period is typically
2.5 nm, while it is about 6.6 nm for graphene/Cu(111) [41].

The local environment of carbon atoms, the carbon-metal interaction, vary as a func-
tion of the position in a moiré unit cell. As a result moirés are associated with a
rippling of graphene, which can reach as much as about 2 Å, if the graphene/metal
interaction strongly varies (case of graphene/Ru(0001) [42]), or be much smaller, for
instance 0.5 Åfor graphene/Ir(111) [43].
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1.2.2 Defects in epitaxial graphene on a metal

The achievement of large scale graphene in reproducible way with controlled quality
remains a challenge for potential applications. Different defects appear during epitax-
ial growth on metals and their relevance has been taken into account for tuning the
graphene’s physical properties Figure 7 [44, 45, 46, 47]. These defects are of different
kinds: topological defects such as vacancies [48, 49, 50, 51], heptagon-pentagon pairs
[52], and extrinsic ones, e.g. the local bending of graphene at step edges or local linear
delaminations of graphene from its substrate, so call-wrinkles.

Figure 7: Left scanning tunnelling microscopy image: defect structure and superimposed defect
model. Right image: line defect with image profile in the direction perpendicular to
the wire (inset). The brighter area surrounding the defect originates from the states
with wave functions localized at the defect [46].

The crystallographic orientation between graphene and a metal is best defined at
high temperature. However, even using high temperature growth, graphene might de-
velop domains with distinct (well-defined) epitaxial relationships. Overall, small- (Fig-
ure 8 [14]) and large-angle [53] twinned domains are often encountered in graphene
samples, to a larger extent in case of metals with which graphene weakly interacts.
At the boundary between twinned domains, edge dislocations, which are heptagon-
pentagon pairs in graphene, are found with a density increasing with the misorienta-
tion angle between the domains [14].

Another kind of intrinsic defects which are formed in graphene during growth are
carbon vacancies of various sizes [54], which can be trapped at the edge of the grow-
ing graphene islands. The density of these defects decreases with growth temperature.
This is first due to an increased edge mobility, promoting recombination and annihila-
tion of defects. This is also due to their increased mobility inside the graphene lattice,
which governs their migration towards the graphene islands where again they might
recombine with others and possibly annihilate.

A very common kind of extrinsic defect observed in graphene on metals (and SiC)
after its preparation is local delamination, in the form of a pattern of extended lines,
of graphene from the substrate. This defect is usually referred to as a wrinkle. It
forms due to the mismatch in thermal expansion coefficient between graphene and its
substrate [55] in systems for which the graphene-substrate interaction is sufficiently
weak that the epitaxial stress, exerted on graphene by the substrate during cool down
following growth, can be relieved by delaminating and bending graphene. Wrinkles
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Figure 8: STM topograph (108×108 nm2) showing three domains with a different orientation
of graphene on Ir(111) [14].

Figure 9: STM topograph (7 × 7 nm2)
of a wrinkle of low height in
graphene on Pt(111) in atomic
resolution. The bright line cor-
responds to the profile shown
on right, from [57].

are found for instance in graphene on Ir(111), Pt(111), Cu, but not in graphene on
Ru(0001) or Ni(111). The distance between wrinkles is usually of the order of a micron,
their width and hight in the range of a few 1 nm to a few 10 nm Figure 9. Avoiding
the formation of this defects, which was found to influence electronic transport [56], is
highly desirable but could not be demonstrated yet.

1.3 growth on metals

Currently, several alternatives are being intensively studied with the main aim of
achieving a method of producing high-quality graphene films with controllable thick-
ness in order to allow its implementation in future devices.

The choice of the growth method is usually governed by the kind of device envis-
aged. The "scotch tape" method is acknowledged as the best suited for the prepara-
tion of very high quality devices for use in the optical and electronic investigation of
the fundamental properties of graphene. Chemical routes (oxidation of graphite fol-
lowed by reduction of graphene oxide) [58] are on the contrary suited for low-cost and
high-yield production of defected graphene, which is well adapted for the build up of
hybrid graphene-based architectures (combining, e.g. graphene with nanoparticles or
chemical compounds), for instance in the view of energy storage [59]. Growth on sub-
strates has potential for the production of high quality and large area graphene. Using
silicon carbide as a substrate [60] yields graphene directly onto a dielectric substrate,
i.e. in principle which can serve as a back-gate electrode for microelectronics appli-
cations. Noteworthy however, the cost of insulating SiC wafers and the temperatures
needed for high quality graphene preparation remain a serious hurdle to the develop-
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ment of a graphene/SiC technology. Another route to graphene preparation is growth
onto a metallic substrates using the thermally activated catalytic decomposition of car-
bon species onto the metal. Considerable amount of work has been devoted to this
route. First in surface science, studies have been performed under ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) using single-crystal metal surfaces, in the view of understanding elementary
growth processes and preparing ultra-high quality graphene. Second towards the de-
velopment of cost effective processes, much closer to atmospheric pressure, and using
low-cost (polycrystalline) [61, 62, 63]. Graphene preparation on metals, when aimed at
applications, for instance for electronics, is usually followed by a process allowing to
transfer graphene onto an arbitrary (usually dielectric) support [61, 62].

The temperature for growth of graphene on metals is usually chosen sufficiently
high to obtain significant catalytic activity from the metal and high carbon adatom mo-
bility at the surface, which is a prerequisite for the formation of high quality graphene.
At such a temperature, typically close to 1000

◦C, the carbon can either remain on the
surface of the metal in case of a low carbon solubility metals like Ir, Cu, Pt and Au
(Figure 10), or dissolve inside the metal bulk in high carbon solubility metals like Ru,
Co, Ni (Figure 10), or even form carbide (inside the bulk or on the surface). In the
following we will describe these three cases, which lead to different growth mecha-
nisms, chemical vapour deposition (CVD), surface segregation, and transformation of
a carbide to graphene, respectively.

Figure 10: C solubility on different metals, issued from [64]

1.3.1 Chemical vapour deposition

Chemical vapour deposition consists in the surface reaction of molecules, leading to
the growth of thin films. In the CVD of graphene, hydrocarbons are usually employed
as a carbon precursor. Their catalytic decomposition onto the metallic surface consists
in a de-hydrogenation leading to the formation of a 2D gas of carbon adatoms, which
form 2D clusters with a honeycomb network, eventually resulting in the formation of
graphene. The hydrocarbons employed thus far do not stick onto graphene at growth
temperatures, and are only decomposed onto the graphene-free surface. In practice,
this effect self-limits the growth to a single layer of graphene (see below), which is
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one main interest for this technique. CVD of graphene on metals has been used since
decades, with first reports dating back to 1960’s [65], but it is only during the 2000’s
that the growth became understood.

Graphene nucleation at step edges

Experimental observations [66, 67, 54] and theoretical studies [68, 69, 70, 71] show that
the nucleation of graphene is preferred near step edges of the metallic substrate at low
C concentration, while at high C concentration, the nucleation tends to occurs both on
a terrace or near step edge [66].

The density of graphene islands depends on the temperature, as a direct conse-
quence of the increased carbon mobility at higher temperature. The nucleation starts
at the lower terrace of the metal step edge, as it was shown on Ir(111) [54]. Growth
then proceeds on the same terrace and after some delay on the upper terrace Figure 11.
The nucleation on the lower terrace is accompanied by a profound reshaping of the
metal step Figure 12, presumably promoted by the maximization of the number of
C-metal bonds. The detachment of the graphene edge from the metal step edge, which
is needed for prolonging the graphene lattice upon growth uphill the step edge, is
thought to require overcoming a substantial barrier energy, which should explained
the delayed growth on the upper terrace.

Figure 11: STM topograph of graphene islands nucleated at Ir(111) atomic step edges, grown
at 1120 K with 3.10−6mbar. Insert: graphene on lower (upper) terrace is marked
blue (red) highlighting the regions of the surface which are covered with graphene
[54].

From nanoislands to full coverage

The observation of an unchanged density and area of graphene islands as a function
of substrate step edge density revealed that the carbon adatom concentration during
growth between 850 and 1200

◦C is rather uniform across the sample surface. This
uniform concentration is the evidence for the efficient long range (microns at least)
mobility of carbon atoms. All graphene islands actually grow with the same rate. In
a study of the graphene coverage on Ir(111) as a function of the ethylene dose, it was
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Figure 12: STM topograph (171×171

nm) of graphene grown by
CVD on Ir(111) surface at
1120 K, ethylene partial pres-
sure 6.10−6 mbar, issued
from [54].

found that this growth rate in fact decreases as the dose increases, vanishing asymp-
totically Figure 13. The quantitative analysis of this behaviour was interpreted as the
evidence that no carbon dissolves into the bulk of the substrate, that impinging carbon
precursor molecules (here ethylene) do not stick on graphene covered regions, and that
if they land on graphene-free regions, the carbon molecules have zero probability for
desorption and are systematically decomposed in carbon adatoms [54].

Figure 13: Graphene coverage as a function of the ethylene dose during CVD growth of
graphene on Ir(111), as estimated from STM topograph, adapted from [54].

Elementary process during growth

The most straightforward picture of graphene CVD at atomic scale is that carbon pre-
cursors decompose into carbon adatoms, and that these adatoms attach one-by-one
at the edges of existing graphene islands. Nevertheless, both DFT calculations and
in-situ low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM) proved that this is not true [53]. LEEM
revealed that the carbon adatom concentration increases until a critical value, before
which no graphene island nucleates. This critical concentration is typically 0.013 mono-
layers (ML, 1ML being the carbon density of graphene on Ir(111)) Figure 14. Surpris-
ingly, it was found that beyond this critical concentration, graphene islands do not
grow with a rate which is proportional with the carbon adatom concentration, as one
would expect from a simple model in which this growth rate is the difference between
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the detachment and attachment rates, the former being usually independent of the
adatom concentration, while the latter is usually proportional to this concentration.
This surprising behaviour was interpreted as the manifestation that carbon monomers
(adatoms), alone, cannot attach to graphene. Assuming an Arhenius law for the carbon
multimer concentration, with, as an activation energy, the difference in energy between
n isolated carbon adatoms and a carbon multimer E, with n atoms, and assuming that
the energy of an individual adatom corresponds to the case of an ideal 2D gas, one
obtains [66]:

v ∝ c− ceq = exp
(
−E

kT

)
×
[(

c

ceq

)n
− 1

]
(9)

where v is the growth velocity, c is the carbon adatom concentration and ceq is the
C adatom concentration in equilibrium with graphene sheets.

Fitting the data with this expression by refining the value of n yields n ∼ 5. As a
consequence, carbon pentamers need to be formed before carbon can add up to the
existing graphene islands. DFT calculations confirmed this view, by showing that the
energy barrier for a carbon multimer to add up to a graphene edge decreases with the
number of carbon atoms in the multimer [66].

Figure 14: The C adatom concentration in equilibrium with graphene measured from electron
reflectivity at 940 K (left panel). LEEM images (46 µm field of view) taken at 200 s
and 1400 s (right panel). Boxes mark the graphene-free region where the C monomer
concentration was determined, reproduced from [66].

Rotational domains

It was found that the twinned domains (i.e., whose carbon zigzag rows do not align
with the dense-packed rows of the metal surface) only grow at the edges of the un-
twinned domains. For interpreting the observation that once nucleated, the twinned
domains grow faster that the untwinned ones, it was invoked that they grow further
away from equilibrium or that the attachment of carbon multimers to graphene edges
is more difficult on twinned domains [53]. The reason for their nucleation at the edges
of the untwinned domains was argued to be the result of the occasional formation of
edge defects on the border of untwinned domains.
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Figure 15: Shape evolution of graphlo-
cons (monolayer dendritic
graphene single crystals).
Plots of log (island area)
as a function log (island
perimeter) for various
growth conditions and
techniques. Each data point
represents an individual
island and scanning elec-
tron microscopy images are
shown for some of them. The
dotted lines are linear fits of
data points with perimeter
> 10µ m and the solid line
corresponds to the behaviour
expected for perfect hexag-
onal (i.e. non-dendritic)
islands, reproduced from
[73].

The formation of twins was investigated on metal surfaces not having triangular
symmetry, especially Cu(001) grains, which are often found in polycrystalline Cu foils
used for low-cost production of graphene in a CVD reactor. Anisotropic growth ve-
locities were observed, which were tentatively ascribed to the difficult attachment of
carbon at graphene edges with some orientations with respect to the substrate crystallo-
graphic direction [72]. This anisotropy leads to the formation of lobe-shaped graphene
islands.

Growth of dendritic/compact graphene islands

In the CVD on copper, low growth rates are achieved even close to atmospheric pres-
sure conditions. This is presumable the result of the low catalytic activity of Cu, which
only convert a small fraction of the impinging carbon precursor into a 2D gas of carbon
adatoms. These small adatom concentration, combined with large mobility of adatoms,
presumably are the reasons for the low graphene nucleation density. Islands centres
are typically separated by 100 µm. Tuning the growth temperature, it was shown that
the shape of the graphene islands can be tuned from dendritic to compact Figure 15,
which is an evidence that the growth can be made diffusion-limited (dendritic islands)
[73].

Role of substrate defects in CVD

I finish the discussion of CVD of graphene by discussing the role of defects in the for-
mation of multilayer graphene patches on a polycrystalline substrate (Cu). Cu actually
became a popular substrate for graphene growth because it is, just like Ir, a low carbon
solubility metal for which one thus expects that growth is self-limited to a single layer
of graphene. However, already in the first reports [63] and since then in almost all
other reports, few layer graphene regions, representing from a few 1% to more that
10 % of the surface, form on Cu. By interrupting growth before the completion of a
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Figure 16: Scanning electron
microscopy images
of graphene on Cu.
The medium-gray
regions are faceted
single-layer sheets,
the darker regions,
which are also faceted,
have two graphene
layer, reproduced
from [74].

full graphene layer, we found that two kinds of graphene islands form: large ones,
which may have shapes from dendritic to compact, and small ones, all compact, some
below the larger islands, some not Figure 16. This observation is the evidence that two
different growth processes are at play. We argued that the first one is a surface growth
one (leading to the formation of the large islands), and that the second one is due to
surface segregation upon cool down (see next section) of carbon atoms stored inside
grain boundaries. This scenario is an alternative to the one invoking intercalation of
carbon atoms beneath preformed graphene islands [74], which cannot account for the
occurrence of small islands which are not below larger ones.

Developing a pulsed CVD process, consisting in pulsed injection of methane fol-
lowed by idle time under H2/Ar atmosphere, during which the Cu defects are de-
pleted from carbon, we showed that purely single layer graphene can be achieved
Figure 17.

1.3.2 Carbon surface segregation

In metals like Ni and Ru, the solubility of carbon around 1000
◦C is sufficient for carbon

to be preferably dissolved into the bulk of the metal. Decreasing the metal temperature
also decreases the carbon solubility. It was found that on Ni(111), a single layer of
graphene can be formed accordingly in a small temperature window around 900

◦C,
while at lower temperature several layers form on the Ni(111) surface (Figure 18, [76]).

As for CVD, LEEM was employed to unveil the elementary processes governing
growth by segregation. A linear increase with the square root of time of the area of
growing graphene islands was found on Ru(0001) (Figure 19). This observation was
accounted for in a model assuming a constant carbon surface adatom concentration c0
in equilibrium with the carbon bulk concentration, and a uniform bulk concentration
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Figure 17: Scanning Electron microscopy of raw graphene samples on Cu for which growth was
interrupted before reaching full surface coverage, showing for comparison graphene
grain morphology for standard-CVD growth (left column) and pulsed-CVD growth
(right column). a) Dendritic growth with partial pressure 2.8 µbar CH4, 0.1 mbar
H2, and c) hexagonal flakes morphology with partial pressure 50 µbar CH4, 25 mbar
H2. Temperature was always kept at 1000

◦C. Duration for a) and c) are 20 min and
5 min, respectively. For the right column, same parameters are used except for the
pulsed-injection of CH4 gas. Arrows in a) indicate the different shape in the small
multilayers. Scale bars are 10 µm [75].

Figure 18: Segregation of impurity C from Ni(111) condensed monolayer graphene, and mul-
tilayer graphene. Temperature dependence of the 270 eV carbon and 62 eV Nickel
Auger peaks. Three states (A, B and G) of different carbon coverages are identified,
reproduced from [76].

c1 before segregation starts [77]. The diffusion equation solved in these conditions
yields an error function solution for the bulk concentration:

cb (z, t) − c0 = (c1 − c0)× erf
(

z

2
√
Dbt

)
(10)
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Figure 19: Characterizing the growth
rate of graphene island.
Square of island area vs.
time. The red line is a linear
fit to data for time > 700 s,
reproduced from [77].

where cb is the carbon concentration in the Ru(0001) in the direction z perpendicular
to the surface (z > 0 in the bulk) and D the bulk carbon diffusion coefficient.

The time integral of the divergence of the concentration at the surface gives the area
of the islands:

A (t) ∝ (c1 − c0)×
√
Dbt (11)

which is indeed observed experimentally an shows that growth is bulk-diffusion
limited.

This result also reveals the trade-off between bulk diffusion efficiency at higher tem-
perature (higher D) and larger driving force for segregation (higher c1− c0) for a lower
temperature. In practice, for growing high quality one should prefer a high diffusion
and a small driving force, for the slow growth of high quality graphene islands, i.e.
growth at temperatures close to the temperature at which carbon solubility rapidly
drops.

1.4 electronic properties of epitaxial graphene on metals

The metal-carbon interaction not only influences growth (e.g. segregation vs CVD)
and structure (e.g. the amplitude of the corrugation along moiré superstructures),
but also the electronic properties of graphene. On the one hand, system with weak
graphene-metal interaction provide very convenient playgrounds for probing the elec-
tronic properties of quasi free-standing graphene with very well-defined structure (as
being grown under perfectly controlled conditions) thanks to surface science probes
[9], and for manipulating these properties through weak graphene-metal interaction
effects. On the other hand, strongly interacting graphene-metal systems are models
for understanding the electronic nature of metal-graphene contacts [78], which are a
key ingredient in any electronic device.

1.4.1 Physisorption or chemisorption

The tendency of metals to form covalent bonds with carbon may vary according to
the electronic valence shell occupancy of this metal, the electronic density of the corre-
sponding electronic orbitals Figure 20 (which depends on their filling and their exten-
sion) [79]. In view of these criteria, one expects lower interaction from left to right and
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top to bottom of the periodic table of elements, which is indeed observed [80]. The oc-
currence of metal surface states, on the contrary , does not seem required for a strong
interaction, though it might have some influence. It is believed, for instance, that there
exist some degree of hybridization between the Ir(111) surface state and graphene [9],
but that the interaction in this system remains weak. Surface states are also well-known
on Cu(111), but the graphene-Cu(111) interaction is known to be weak [41] .

Figure 20: Summary of the interactions between transition metals and graphene. For the ele-
ments labeled in blue, graphene may grow on the bulk-carbides of these elements.
Elements in red are characterized as metals that interact strongly with graphene
and elements in yellow are those that interact weakly. ’S’ or ’M’ in the upper right
corner of each element box indicates if graphene forms single or multiple rotational
domains, ’d’ is the reported graphene-metal separation in Å. The buckling or corru-
gation of the graphene sheet is given by ’c’ in Å, and the amount of downward shift
of the π-band is given by ’π’ (’Intact’, means that a linear dispersion at the Dirac
point is still observed), issued from [80].

The formation of covalent-like C-metal bonds, which are short, typically 2 Å, implies
a small distance between graphene and the metal surface. This trend was unveiled in
DFT calculations [78] and confirmed by experimental data. In case of a pseudomorphic
system, graphene/Ni(111), indeed a 2.1 Åwas found [35]. In most cases, however, the
graphene/metal systems are not pseudomorphic, and characterized by moiré super-
structures. Since the local C/metal stacking varies locally in the moiré. One expects
a varying interaction and graphene-metal distance at the nanometer scale, which is
indeed predicted by DFT calculations Figure 21 [81, 6] and observed experimentally,
for instance in graphene/Ir(111) [43, 82] and graphene/Ru(0001) [83, 84, 85] Figure 22.
Note that in the latter system the literature reports very different values of the graphene
corrugations. A robust conclusion seems that the average metal-graphene distance is
lower in strongly interacting systems, and that the moiré corrugation is larger in these
systems, driven by formation of local chemical bonds on some sites of the moiré.

Properly describing the graphene-metal bonding is in principle very demanding
from a computational point of view. In a weakly interacting system like graphene/Ir(111),
van der Waals interaction must be taken into account. DFT calculations including this
interaction reveal that there exist a global graphene-metal delocalized repulsion, due
to the van der Waals interaction, and that the bonding is ensured by local C-metal
bonds. They occur at sites where the centre of C rings prolong a fcc or hcp (centre of C
hexagon above threefold coordinated hcp site) like stacking of the metal atoms of the
substrate, which have some tendency to a covalent character (3.2 Å, i.e. lower than the
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Figure 21: from left to right,top: top view of the relaxed structure of graphene/Ru(0001) [81],
Ni(111) [33] and Ir(111) [43] respectively. Bottom: corresponding side view along
the diagonal line (Ru and Ir) and in the plane indicated by a dotted line (Ni). In the
Ni case, the three possible geometries are obtained according to the adsorption sites
of carbon atoms.

Figure 22: Voltage dependent STM images (100 Å2) of graphene on Ru(0001) taken at the same
area. The appearance of the moiré changes from a hexagonal pattern of maxima for
the filled states to bright rings for the empty states, reproduced from [83].

C-C distance in graphite, but larger than an actual covalent bond) [43]. In a strongly
interacting system, like graphene/Ru(0001), van der Waals interactions are needed to
account for the lower bonding at some moiré sites [86].
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1.4.2 Band gap opening and charge transfers

Covalent-like C-metal bonds, even locally on the moiré, make the two C sublattices
inequivalent, which result in the formation of a strong band gap at the Dirac point
(which might not be referred to as a Dirac point any more since the electronic proper-
ties in such a case have nothing similar to those of Dirac fermions). Such hybridization
effects resulting in the formation of bonding and antibonding electronic states, with
band gaps of the order of 1 eV, were observed on Ni(111) [87] and Ru(0001) [88] for
instance, and to a much lesser extent surmised on Ir(111) [9] (Figure 23). Noteworthy
in strongly interacting systems, the second layer of graphene recovers the properties of
almost free-standing graphene [88], like is also the case in graphene/SiC [89].

Figure 23: Electronic structure of graphene on a); Ni(111) along ΓK, b); on Ir(111), angle re-
solved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) map showing the dispersion of the π
band for the ΓK and ΓM directions. Inset indicates how the ARPES scanning was
performed (hν = 55 eV, T= 80 K), issued from [87, 9].

Besides bandgaps, charge transfers between graphene and the metals were also pre-
dicted and observed. They result in p-doped, of the order of a few 0.1 eV (from 2 to 6

·1012cm−2) graphene in the case of weakly interacting systems, and in strong n-type
doping of graphene, of the order of 1 eV or more, in strongly interacting systems. This
effect was related to the difference in work-function between free-standing graphene
and the metal: electrons tend to accumulate in the highest work function material.
This simplistic view must be corrected by the graphene-metal interaction, which can
be quantified empirically from the graphene-metal distance Figure 24 [78].

1.4.3 Superpotential effect

The graphene-metal moiré is sensed by electrons as a superpotential. This superpoten-
tial was argued to be sufficiently strong to induce a confinement of electrons on some
sites of the moiré in graphene/Ru(0001) [90]. In graphene/Ir(111) it is rather weak,
but results in the opening of small band gaps (so-called minigaps) at the six corners of
the small Brillouin zones associated with the moiré and centred at the K point of the
graphene FBZ. Together with these minigaps is observed a replication of each Dirac
cone Figure 25 [9].
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Figure 24: Calculated Fermi energy
shift with respect to the
conical point, ∆EF (dots),
and change in the work
function W −WG (triangles)
as a function of WM −WG,
the difference between the
clean metal and graphene
work functions. The lower
(black) and the upper [gray
(green)] results are for the
equilibrium (∼ 3.3 Å) and
a larger (5 Å) separation
of graphene and the metal
surfaces, respectively. The
insets illustrate the position
of the Fermi level with
respect to the conical point,
reproduced from [78].

Figure 25: ARPES spectrum of (a) clean Ir (111) and (b) graphene covered. Horizontal arrows
denote the minigap in the primary Dirac cone. A visible replica band is labelled as
R, S1-S3 are surface states, reproduced from [9].

1.5 hybrid systems

Graphene-based hybrid systems combine graphene with other materials and exhibit
properties which either combine the properties of both materials or novel properties
stemming from the graphene-material interaction. Chemists have produced a broad
range of graphene-molecules hybrids [91] which will not be reviewed here. We will
rather focus on high quality systems whose preparation rely on surface science ap-
proach, which combine graphene with ultra-thin films, nanoclusters, molecules, or
atoms and exploit interface effects.
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1.5.1 Exploiting the graphene-metal moiré

The moiré between graphene and metals has been used for the preferential adsorption
of various transition metals. Metal evaporation onto graphene/Ir(111) first demon-
strated the importance of the moiré in the self-organization of nanoclusters onto graphene
[6]. A variety of clusters, having a size of a few to several 10 atoms could be obtained
according to this method, on various graphene/metal surfaces [92, 93, 94, 95]. The very
high degree of order in the nanocluster assemblies, designate them for size dependent
studies.

A mechanism for the bonding of the clusters onto specific sites of the moiré, was
proposed based on DFT calculations. In these calculations, it was found that a re-
hybridization of C atom below the clusters maximizes the number of C-metal bonds,
which reduces the total energy of the system [96]. Recent experimental data revealed
different C-metal bonding supporting this scenario [97]

They were used to reinforce the moiré superpotential and modify accordingly the
electronic band structure of graphene, through a noticeable change of the slope of the
linear π bands of graphene [98]. They were also studied to explore nanomagnetism
onto graphene: indications for magnetic interactions between clusters, a key ingredi-
ent for the achievement of collective magnetic states controlled by graphene’s charge
carriers [99], and a surprisingly weak influence of the graphene/cluster interface on
the magnetic porperties, could accordingly be unveiled [12].

The moiré was also found to drive the organisation of molecular and even atomic
species. In the first case, on graphene/Ru(0001), it was possible to influence the for-
mation of supramolecular networks [100], which open a broad range of potentiali-
ties in terms of surface functionalisation. Still on graphene/Ru(0001), tetracyano-p-
quinodimethane molecules were found to acquire a magnetic moment, which was
traced back to the donation of electrons from graphene (strongly electron doped on
Ru), which was argued to unbalance the majority and minority spin populations
[101]. For dense molecule layers, a collective magnetic order state was found and
interpreted as the result of intermolecular orbital hybridization. In the later case, on
graphene/Ir(111), the preferential adsorption of atomic hydrogen, onto the moiré sites,
was found to open a sizeable band gap of about 0.5 eV at the Dirac point [102].

1.5.2 Graphene intercalation compounds

Intercalation in graphite has been known for decades [103]. It consists in inserting
species between successive graphene planes. In graphene on metals systems, it con-
sists of sandwiching some species between graphene and its substrate, a process which
also has been studied long ago [8]. Since a few year there is considerable effort in de-
veloping novel graphene intercalated compounds, in the view of manipulating the
graphene-substrate interaction and of inducing novel properties in graphene. In two
sections of this manuscript devoted to experimental results I will address these ques-
tions more into details.

Noteworthy, despite the large body of work devoted to the preparation of graphene-
metal intercalated compounds, relatively little is known about the intercalation pro-
cess. Defects [94, 13] and free-edges [104] were identified as pathways for intercalation,
and it was found that intercalation is easier, i.e. efficient at lower temperature, in
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those graphene-metal systems which are characterized by a lower interaction. For in-
stance, intercalation occurs only several 10

◦C above room temperature for oxygen on
graphene/Ir(111) [105], while around 500

◦C on graphene/Ru(0001) [104]. This indi-
cates that the energy barrier needed for lifting up graphene from its substrate and
allowing the insertion of foreign species limits the intercalation process. As we will
see latter in this manuscript, other processes happen to be relevant as well during
intercalation.

Intercalation was employed to quench the graphene-substrate interaction in several
systems. In this view, the intercalation of a single atomic layer of Au allowed to observe
Dirac cones in graphene initially grown on Ni(111) [11], and oxygen intercalation pro-
duced similar effect in graphene/Ru(0001) [104]. Dual intercalation of Si and O even
allowed such an electronic decoupling between graphene and Ru(0001) that electronic
transport could be studied experimentally through graphene, without noticeable shunt
by the Ru substrate [106].

The intercalation of Au not only decouples graphene from a metal like Ni, but also
it induces a strong effective spin-orbit interaction in graphene, actually a Rashba effect,
produced by the strong charge density gradient at the graphene-Au interface (thus a
strong interface electric field, and in the rest-frame of the electron, an effective magnetic
Rashba field) [107]. The intercalation of few atomic layers of Co between graphene and
an Ir substrate tat we have studied, was used to probe the relative importance of the
graphene/metal interface in the magnetization of the Co layers. This allowed us to
reveal that the graphene/Co interface is characterized by a surprisingly large interface
magnetic anisotropy energy of 1.6 mJ/m2 [108], i.e. larger than most interfaces be-
tween ferromagnets and other materials. The reason for this anisotropy presumably
lies in the strong Co-C hybridization. Such systems exemplify the easy control of the
magnetization direction of ferromagnetic layers thanks to a protecting topmost inter-
face. The study of the intercalation of a single layer of Co between graphene and Ir(111)
moreover revealed exciting effects originating from the presence a moiré at the interface
between graphene and Co. Such a moiré was found to induce a periodic (nanometre
scale) magnetic pattern, which was argued to yield a magnetic pattern in graphene
(Figure 26), on the basis of DFT calculations [109]. The experimental evidence for such
an effect is however still lacking.
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Figure 26: Local effective spin polarization of the graphene layer on Ir(111), (a) Topography of
an intercalated region. (b) Spin asymmetry map of the region shown in (a) which
reveals the inversion of the effective local spin polarization between the top sites
and fcc/hcp sites. (c) Simulated surface spin polarization map. Panels (b) and (c)
define a magnetic Moiré pattern of the graphene-Co/Ir(111) intercalation region for
an applied bias voltage of -1 V. [109].



2
E X P E R I M E N TA L T E C H N I Q U E A N D M E T H O D S

In this chapter, first I briefly describe the experimental techniques which I have em-
ployed to probe the structure, vibrational, and electronic properties of graphene-

based systems. A large set of in situ and ex-situ techniques were applied: scanning
tunnelling microscopy (STM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), reflection high-energy
electron diffraction (RHEED), low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), low-energy elec-
tron microscopy (LEEM), and Raman spectroscopy. Then, I present the ultra-high
vacuum (UHV) system which I have been massively employed during this work at
Néel Institute, and describe the growth methods used, ending this chapter with an
illustration devoted to graphene growth on thin Ir(111) films on sapphire.

2.1 introduction

The objective of my research is to provide a better understanding of the fundamental
properties of graphene. This objective usually requires cross-characterizations with
techniques addressing complementary scales and sensitivities, as we will show in the
three chapters following this one, which are devoted to the results I obtained during
my work. Briefly summarizing the experimental approach reported in these chapter,
we have combined:

- local electronic and vibrational spectroscopy,

- real-time microscopic characterizations while the systems are grown,

- high resolution measurements providing insights into the graphene/sup-
port interface.

2.2 raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a spectroscopic technique that makes use of inelastic scattering
of light with matter. When, the light beam is directed towards the sample, the energy of
a small fraction of the light photons changes after interacting with the atoms of the sam-
ple or molecules: these photons are said inelastically scattered, a phenomenon known
as the Raman effect. This change in energy carries the information about vibrational,
rotational and other low frequency modes of the material under analysis. The inelas-
tic scattered radiation can correspond to either an excitation of the sample’s phonons
(their energy has increased in this case, and this part of scattered signal is called Raman
Stokes signal), or to their relaxation (the phonon’s energy has decreased and the effect
is called Anti-Stokes Raman scattering, noted A-S) as sketched in Figure 27 for Feyn-
man diagram. The Rayleigh signal, corresponding to elastically (unchanged energy)
photons, overwhelms the Raman one by orders of magnitude in terms of intensity. As
a consequence, the inelastically scattered photons have to be carefully filtered out in
an experimental setup by using several monochromators in series.

49
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Figure 27: Feynman diagrams of Stokes
and anti-Stokes scattering
processes, showing energy
loss and energy gain of the
photon due to phonon cre-
ation and absorption.
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Raman spectroscopy has been used extensively to probe structural and electronic
characteristics of carbon materials, specially the sp2 systems [110], i.e graphene. It
provides information about disorder and defects [111], the stacking order between
graphene layers [112], the number of graphene layers stacked in a Bernal configuration
[113, 114], the effect of strain [115] and charge transfer [116]. Further information about
the electronic structure and the dispersion of phonons near the Dirac point [117] can
be achieved as well.

2.2.1 Raman signature of graphene

Graphene has a very specific signature in Raman spectroscopy, and is therefore quite
effectively identified by this method. The most prominent features in the Raman spec-
tra of graphene are characterised by the presence of two strong symmetry peaks at G
(∼ 1582cm−1) and 2D (∼ 2700cm−1).

The G band phonon has a very small wave vector q. It is a first order Raman fea-
ture originating from the zone-centred, in plane optical phonon modes E2g (strong
electron-phonon interaction near q = 0). The G band is related with the in-plane TO
(transverse optical) and LO (longitudinal optical) vibrations. The G band is the only
band in graphene coming from a standard first order Raman scattering process: only
one phonon participates in scattering (Figure 28).

The 2D band is a second order two-phonon feature. It involves a two-phonon pro-
cesses with two TO phonons near the K point associated with intervalley wave vectors
q and -q (Figure 28). The large intensity observed in a Raman spectrum of graphene
for such a second order process as that of 2D mode is ascribed to its doubly-resonant
nature.

In graphene with defects, other features are visible in a Raman spectrum. One of
them corresponds to the D mode, which is associated with near K-point phonons
(∼ 1350cm−1). Like the 2D mode, it is a second order process, and it also involves
two TO phonons. It also involves an intervalley process, sketched in Figure 28, only
allowed when the sp2 symmetry is broken, as is the case for instance at a graphene
edge or close to a carbon vacancy.

Other modes may be observed in graphene, especially in the presence of structural
disorder. We will not describe them here as we will not encounter them in the spectrum
which we will present in the next chapters. For more information about these modes,
the reader is recommended to read, for instance, [117].

The influence of defects in the Raman spectrum of monolayer graphene on a SiO2/Si
substrate is illustrated in Figure 29: upon increasing the density of defects in graphene,
the intensity of the 2D mode decays while that of the D and D+D’ modes increases. At
large defect concentrations, also shifts and broadening of the peaks occur [118].
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2D
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Figure 28: Double resonance intervalley D-band process (centre), first order G band process
(left) and double resonance two phonons assisted intervalley 2D-band process (right)
[117].

Due to electron-phonon coupling, the Raman shift associated to the vibrational
modes of graphene, as well as the lifetime of these modes, change with the charge
density of graphene [119, 116]. Indeed, in a simplistic picture, the creation of an
electron-hole pair following the absorption of a phonon and preceding the emission
of another phonon, can be partly hindered depending on the Fermi level (no states
available in the valence band for forming a hole). In such a case the screening of the
phonon by electrons is hindered. This translates into a softening and a broadening
of the G modes, as well as a narrowing of the 2D mode, upon decreasing the charge
density of graphene. The 2D mode is softened as the charge density increases from
the hole- to the electron-doped regime. These effects are observed on Figure 30. It
was found that the G mode softening is typically 1 cm−1 per 10

12cm−2 change of the
charge carrier density [120].

Intuitively, tensile strains are expected to make vibration modes softer, while com-
pressive ones are expected to have the opposite effect. This is actually what is observed
in graphene [121], as shown in Figure 31 in the case of a uniaxial strain. It was found
that the variation of the 2D mode, for instance, is - 64 cm−1 per percent of strain [121].

Raman spectroscopy is a noninvasive, direct, and sensitive probe of phonons in
graphene layers. In the present work, Raman spectra were recorded with a Witec α
500 Micro Raman spectrometer system using two different laser beam (532 nm and 633

nm). The spectrometer is a 1800 lines/mm grating allowing spectral resolution of 0.01

cm−1 for 10 s acquisition time. A confocal optical microscope with a ×100 objective
lens was used, yielding a spot-size fixed by the diffraction limit of 300 nm and fixing
the lateral resolution in Raman maps. The sample sits on a piezoelectric stage which
is scanned to take a Raman spectrum at specific points along the graphene sheet. The
microscope’s objective serves both to focus the incoming laser light onto the surface,
and to gather the outcoming light, which is then directed towards the monochromator.
The Rayleigh signal, which is orders of magnitude higher than the Raman signal, has to
be attenuated using a notch filter. Finally, the photodiode coupled to a monochromator
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Figure 29: Raman spectra
of fluorinated
graphene, with
increasing
defect concen-
trations (from
bottom to top).
From [118].

measures the spectrum. Our setup includes a piezo-electric sample stage interfaced
with the acquisition software.

2.3 atomic force microscopy

Atomic force microscopy is a high resolution imaging technique in which a several
nanometre sized tip on the end of a cantilever is mechanically scanned across a sample.
As the surface is scanned, the oscillatory amplitude of the cantilever will change as it
encounters differing topography. A feedback mechanism alters the z-height of the
piezo crystal and maintains constant amplitude, image of the surface topography is
obtained Figure 65. The details of tip-sample force characteristics are determined by
both long and short-range contributions, e.g. electrostatic, magnetic and van der Waals
forces. Additionally, under ambient conditions the sample surface is covered by a thin
water film leading to meniscus forces. Contribution and distinction between different
forces is rather complex [122, 123, 124].

Depending on the tip-surface working distance AFM is characterized by different
mechanical behaviours, which define different AFM operation modes [124]. In the
static mode, no vibration is imposed to the tip, which is merely dragged across the
surface during the scan. This mode relies on soft cantilevers, which can be deflected
by the weak atomic forces, and on suitable eigenfrequencies lying away from the res-
onance frequency of the cantilever. These requirements make this apparently simple
mode of operation difficult to implement in many situations; in addition, it results in
both the tip and surface being damaged during the scan. Dynamic modes, in which
the tip is oscillating perpendicular to the surface while scanned, are more widely em-
ployed. Making the tip oscillate with an amplitude that may change between sub-Åfor
stiff cantilevers to hundreds of Å, for soft ones avoids the problem where the tip jumps
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Figure 30: Raman spectra of graphene as a function of gate voltage, between -2.2 V and + 4.0
V. The dots are the experimental data, the black lines are fitted lorentzians, and the
red line corresponds to the Dirac point. The G peak is on the left and the 2D peak is
on the right. The inset is a schematic illustration of polymer electrolyte top gating,
with Li+ (magenta) and ClO4 (cyan) ions and the Debye layers near each electrode
[120].

into contact with the surface and hence maintains both the tip and the surface intact
during the scan.

Two major scanning modes are in use: (i) in the amplitude modulation regime the
oscillation frequency is kept constant and out of resonance and the oscillation ampli-
tude and the phase are measured, while (ii) in the frequency modulation regime the
oscillation frequency is maintained at resonance during the scan and the oscillation
amplitude is kept constant. The latter mode, which for UHV is the most suited for
achieving true atomic resolution, can be run either keeping the resonance frequency
constant and measuring the corresponding vertical displacement of the sample (sim-
ilar to the constant current mode of STM), or keeping the sample height unchanged
and hence measuring changes in the resonance frequency (detuning). The latter mode
is also called the non-contact mode (NC-AFM), when the average working tip-surface
distance is around 2-4 Å, which is within the region of attractive forces; in the tapping
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a b

Figure 31: (a) G and (b) 2D peaks as a function of uniaxial strain. The spectra are measured
with incident light polarized along the strain direction, collecting the scattered light
with no analyser. Note that the doubly degenerate G peak splits in two subbands
G+ and G−, while this does not happen for the 2D peak. The strains, ranging from
0 to 0.8%, are indicated on the right side of the spectra. experimental setup showing
the four point bending of the graphene deposited on a flexible substrate [120].

mode the working distance is smaller, and mostly repulsive forces are probed. As in
the majority of AFM instruments working in ambient pressure conditions, we have
employed this tapping mode for all images presented in the present work.

2.3.1 Phase contrast

In the frequency modulation tapping mode which we have employed, we obtain a
topography signal (the change in frequency of the tip excitation needed to maintain
a constant amplitude for this excitation), a phase signal (the phase shift between the
excitation and the actual tip oscillation), and an error signal (due to the necessarily
imperfect regulation on the amplitude of the tip oscillation).

The phase signal provides information about dissipative forces acting on the tip. In
the case of graphene on SiC, it was found that in air, markedly different phase signals
were obtained on graphene with different number of layers [125] or between graphene
and the reconstructed SiC surface [126]. These differences were ascribed to a different
tendency of the corresponding surface to adsorb molecules from the environment, and,
as a result, different capillarity forces between tip and sample. We will make use of
this effect to identify different kinds of graphene regions in the following of the thesis.

The AFM used in this work was a VEECO D3100. We used silicon tips with a
maximum radius of curvature of 10 nm at their apex, mounted on silicon cantilevers,
operated close to their resonant frequency, typically 280 kHz and with oscillation am-
plitudes of about 10 nm.
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Figure 32: Schematic of tapping mode in
AFM. The cantilever is driven to os-
cillate up and down at near its reso-
nance frequency, typically 100 nm.
Image from Bruker AFM Probes.

2.4 scanning tunnelling microscopy and spectroscopy

Scanning tunnelling microscopy is a powerful tool for studying the structural and elec-
tronic properties of conducting surfaces. It consists of a sharp tip scanning the surface
of a sample, in a regime of such tip-sample distances that electrons can tunnel to (from)
the tip from (to) the sample surface. In practice this implies very short distances be-
tween the surface and the tip apex, of the order of 1-10 Å. Due to the exponential decay
of the tunnelling current as a function of the tip-sample distance, STM is intrinsically
well-suited to atomic resolution imaging [127]. Since the conductance (first derivative
of the current with respect to the voltage) is approximately proportional to the local
density of states [128], the technique is also capable of local electronic spectroscopy in
a mode in which the current is measured as a function of the bias applied between tip
and sample.

STM can be performed in the constant current or constant height mode. In the first
mode, which we have used in the present work, an electronic feedback loop modifies
the distance between tip and sample on the fly during the scan, thereby ensuring a
constant current during the image acquisition (Figure 33). In this case the STM image
consists of spatial variations of the sample-tip apparent distance. Note that what is
measured is only the change of the tip-sample distance during the scan, not the actual
absolute distance which remains unknown. Also, even the change of the distance
measured during the scan may not necessarily correspond to the actual change of the
surface height (e.g. when scanning over a molecule) as what is basically measured is
the local density of states. Most STM studies are performed from room temperature
down to low or very low temperatures. The low temperature, when operating at liquid
helium or nitrogen temperatures, provides thermal stability which is beneficial to high
resolution distortion-free imaging, and is also a requirement for high energy resolution
spectroscopic analysis.

The present work reports STM studies with the help of three STM systems. One
is operated at room temperature, under UHV, in the same environment where the
samples are grown at Néel Institute. It is a OMICRON-1 STM, whose head is mounted
on spring-supported cradle, and consists of tripod at the end of which the STM tip is
held. The tripod piezoelectric system allows one scanning a sample surface about a
horizontal line on the sample. The second STM system is a home made scanning probe
microscope operating inside a dilution refrigerator reaching very low temperature (100

mK). It combine AFM/STM working at cryogenic environment (10
−7mbar). Samples
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Figure 33: Schematic of operation mode
in STM, from Wikipedia

studied in this STM have been exposed to air before measurements. The third STM
system is also a very low temperature one, installed at CEA-INAC. Samples studied in
this STM have been exposed to air.

For local measurement of the density of states, the feedback loop was opened and
the spectra obtained are the average over 132 spectra, each obtained over 132 different
points separated by 3.1 nm in each of the regions. STM images were acquired with 100

pA and 800 mV tunnelling current and bias respectively.

2.5 high resolution surface sensitive electron microscopy

2.5.1 LEEM and PEEM

Low-energy and photoemission electron microscopies are two microscopies which rely,
just like transmission electron microscopy, on an electron optics imaging column com-
posed of electromagnetic lenses and operating using high energy (typically 20 keV)
electrons. PEEM relies on the extraction of photoelectrons from the sample, which is
usually achieved with an ultraviolet source (laser, lamp or X-rays). LEEM relies on
secondary or reflected electrons, created by a low-energy electron beam. This beam
is shaped from electrons created by an electron source, accelerated to high energy
electron beam inside an electron column, and decelerated before reaching the sample
surface. In both techniques the low energy (0-100 eV, typically) of the electrons used
for imaging ensures extreme surface sensitivity to a few topmost layers of the sample.

Since no actual contact occurs between the electron optics elements and the sample
surface, both techniques are well suited for temperature-dependent studies, and, as
long as the pressure remains reasonably low (typically below 10

−7 mbar), they can be
run in operando, i.e. during the evaporation of species onto the sample surface or in
the presence of gases reacting at the sample surface. Thanks to the strong interaction
between low-energy electrons and matter and due to the fact that PEEM and LEEM
are full-field microscopies, high measurement rates are possible, typically from 1 to 100

Hz, which allows true real time monitoring of the growth on surfaces, as anticipated
early on [129]. These studies are routinely performed with lateral resolution of about
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10 nm. Recent developments, using aberration-corrected electron optics inspired by
TEM instrumentation, allow the attainment of lateral resolutions of a few nm [130].

In PEEM, images reveal work function contrasts. In LEEM, the electron reflectivity is
imaged, which is linked to the density of states and the sample structure perpendicular
to the surface. As in a standard optical or transmission electron microscope, instead of
observing the image plane, one can observe the Fourier plane. In LEEM, this allows the
performance of LEED experiments (see next subsection), and micro-LEED experiments
by using an aperture placed before the sample in order to select one region of the
sample.

Figure 34 shows a schematic drawing of a typical LEEM instrument. Two key com-
ponents that define LEEM and set it apart from conventional electron microscopes are
the cathode objective lens and the magnetic beam separator. The magnetic beam sepa-
rator is necessary to separate incoming, illuminating electrons from the back-reflected
or emitted electrons used to form an image. The beam follows an inverted Y path,
travelling in both directions between separator and objective. The basic energy away
from the sample is 20 keV. The electron energy at the sample, E0, is determined by the
difference of gun potential and sample bias and can be tuned during the experiment
in the range of about E0 = 0− 100 eV by simply changing sample bias.

electron gun

Figure 34: Schematics of a LEEM microscope. The electron beam passes through an illumi-
nation column, before being decelerated in the objective lens. Electrons finally hit
the surface with normal incidence. Electrons that are backscattered elastically are
collected in an imaging column and focused on a phosphorous screen, where a mag-
nified image of the surface is obtained. The incoming and reflected electron beams
are separated in a magnetic beam splitter using the Lorentz force. [131].

Low energy electron microscopy (LEEM) and micro-LEED measurements were per-
formed at the Nanospectroscopy beamline at the ELETTRA synchrotron radiation light
source in Trieste, Italy. The beamline operates spectroscopic photoemission and pho-
toemission electron microscope (SPELEEM). This powerful instrument offers a wide
range of complementary methods including low energy electron microscopy (LEEM)
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providing structural, chemical and magnetic sensitivity. The lateral resolution of the
microscope currently approaches few tens nm. The microscope is served by a high
photon flux beamline, which can deliver elliptically polarized photons in the range 50

eV to 1000 eV. The setup also contains a UHV prechamber for preparing in situ the
samples.

2.5.2 Experimental setups

The NanoESCA or X-ray PEEM has been installed on the platform Nanocharacteriza-
tion CEA-LETI. We took part to a measurement campaign with Dr. Olivier Renault,
who is in charge of the instrument. The microscope combines an electrostatic PEEM
(OMICRON) with an aberration-corrected compensated double hemispherical analyser
(Figure 35). As a source of photons, either a UV discharge lamp (Hg, 4.9 eV) or a fo-
cused X-ray source using an Al-Kα (1487 eV), can be employed. While the first source
allows for work-function mapping and contrast of surfaces (4.9 eV is close to the work-
function of most materials), the second source is suitable with X-ray photoemission
spectroscopy, which can be made local by using an iris-aperture producing a 5 µm
spots on the sample surface.

Figure 35: Photograph of the optical layout of the NanoESCA instrument. The optical path
for the three working modes: direct non-energy filtered PEEM (1), small-spot spec-
troscopy with a channeltron detector (2) and energy filtered imaging (3) are indicated
by the coloured lines. (4) sample position, (5) double hemispherical analyser. [131].

2.6 leed and rheed

Low energy electron diffraction or LEED uses low-energy electrons (below 100 eV typ-
ically). Such electrons experience scattering events whereby they rapidly lose their
energy, which makes the technique very sensitive to the few topmost layers of the sam-
ple. In the typical scattering geometry, LEED provides snapshots of in-plane cuts of
the reciprocal space lattice of the topmost layer of the sample. Reflection high energy
electron diffraction (RHEED) uses high-energy electrons (typically a few 10 keV). Such
electrons penetrate matter much deeper than the low energy electrons used in LEED.
In RHEED however, this extended penetration is avoided by the scattering geometry,
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which corresponds to grazing incidence and exit. A RHEED image captures part of
the scattering contribution which, due to the finite thickness of the sample (as seen
by electrons), extends perpendicular to the surface. The aspect of the RHEED image
is determined by the length-scale of the surface roughness as compared to the coher-
ence length of the electron beam, which is typically of the order of 10 nm: electrons
penetrate much deeper in samples with roughness length-scale well below this value,
which yields spotty patterns, while in the opposite situation the sample is actually seen
as two-dimensional which yields streaky patterns.

The analysis of electron diffraction diagrams can only be performed quantitatively
in the rather complex framework of dynamical theory of diffraction explicitly taking
into account multiple diffraction events. The location of the diffraction contributions
in reciprocal space, which we will only address in this manuscript, are however little
affected by multiple diffraction effects, which allows straightforward determination of
the lattice parameter in the plane of the surface.

2.7 multi-purpose uhv system at néel institute

The UHV system encompasses three chambers (Figure 36). A small chamber, reaching
10

−7 mbar, is used as an introduction chamber for samples, STM tips, and metal targets,
from or to atmosphere. Samples, STM tips, and metal targets are held on 1 inch
molybdenum blocks (so-called molyblocks), which are transferred from one chamber
to the other with the help of magnetic transfer rods.

One of the UHV chambers includes a large carousel for storing various molyblocks.
In this chamber, an electron-beam sample heater allows to reach 1475 K (controlled
with a pyrometer). The chamber is also equipped for Auger electron spectroscopy and
ion bombardment (1-5 keV). It also includes a stainless tube connected to a leak valve
which allows to leak in gases in front of the sample surface (see Figure 36), which is
used for CVD of graphene and for high temperature O2 cleaning of the samples.

A second UHV chamber is equipped with a radiation heated sample order with
azimuthal rotation. Samples can be heated (up to 975 K typically) when exposed to
molecular beams, produced in this chamber by either electron-beam evaporators or
pulsed laser deposition. The latter is performed with a pulsed ((λ = 532 nm), it has
a maximum energy per shot of 150 mJ) Nd:YAG laser entering the chamber through
a specific view port and impinging a metal target held in one of the 8 slots of the
metal target holder. The sample can be shone with a well-collimated electron beam
with energy ranging from 10 to 50 keV, which allows for RHEED experiments. RHEED
patterns are formed on a fluorescent screen facing the electron gun, and are collected
with the help of a CCD camera.

A third chamber is equipped with a room temperature OMICRON-1 STM (see sec-
tion above).

2.8 molecular beam epitaxy of re thin films on sapphire

The rhenium thin films (50 nm thickness) used to grow graphene (Chapter 5 of this the-
sis) have been prepared by Bruno Gilles and Benjamin Delsol at the SIMAP laboratory
in Grenoble. They were grown by molecular beam epitaxy by evaporating Re from a
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Analyse

Load-lock

STMRack
Evaporation

Figure 36: Experimental setup at Néel Institute with three main interconnected UHV chambers:
evaporation, analyse and STM. Inset is a top-view illustration of this T-shape-like
systems.

crucible heated by an electron beam, at a rate of 0.1 Å/s onto the hot surface (1040 K)
of C-plane sapphire pieces of wafers.

Thanks to in situ RHEED, it was found that the epitaxial relationship between the
rhenium and the sapphire is : (0001)Al2O3 − (0001)Re with

〈
2110

〉
Al2O3

‖
〈
0110

〉
Re

.
In this configuration, all the metallic sites (Al and Re) coincide with a slight misfit of
about - 0.47 % at room temperature.

After growth the samples taken out of UHV and rapidly put into a vacuum box in
order to limit surface oxidation. They are then rapidly transported from SIMAP to
Institut Néel were they are inserted in the UHV system.

2.9 pulsed laser deposition for epitaxial thin iridium film

In this section, I describe the method which we have developed and optimized in 2009-
2011 [15] for preparing high quality Ir(111) thin films. These films are then used to
grow high quality graphene, which will be studied, after exposure to air, in chapter 3

of this thesis.
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Iridium was grown by pulsed laser deposition at a rate of 1 Å/min on sapphire
substrate α−Al2O3(0001). The surface preparation of sapphire consisted in a double
outgassing at 1100 K under UHV during 50 min each one. The next step was the
growth of 10 nm thickness of Ir at 800 K, followed by an annealing step at 1300 K for
30 min.

The very thin metal films do not dewet upon annealing, probably thanks to the small
lattice mismatch between Ir(111) and sapphire and to the high melting temperature of
Ir. The influence of the annealing step is obvious when comparing (Figure 37 a, b).
For mild temperature, the film surface exhibits curved features, which are atomic step
edges, as well as lines which are 120

◦ rotated one with respect to the other. These are
presumably the surface traces of grain boundaries.

120 nm

a b

Figure 37: STM images of epitaxial Ir(111) film grown on sapphire substrate annealed at (a)
1000 K, (b) 1500 K.

The quality of the Ir(111) film was characterised by X-ray pole figures (Figure 38a).
The threefold symmetry and Bragg diffraction angles proves that the Ir is (111)-textured
and has a well-defined in-plane epitaxial relationship with sapphire,

〈
1120

〉
sapphire

‖〈
121
〉
Ir

, with a full-width at half maximum spread of 1
◦ as derived from azimuthal

angle scans. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy cross-sections of the
sample, measured by Pascale Bayle-Guillemaud at CEA, confirm that a single orienta-
tion is obtained following the annealing step, and that the Ir(111) films have a single-
crystalline surface (Figure 38) [15].

2.10 chemical vapour deposition of graphene on ir(111)

The carbon precursor used for CVD graphene is ethylene (C2H4). Ethylene is leaked
through a valve onto the sample heated to high temperatures, between 975 and 1475

K controlled by a pyrometer. In the UHV system installed at Institut Néel (see section
2.7), in which the samples studied in Chapter 3 were prepared, a dosing stainless-
steel tube for ethylene, with 10 nm of diameter is placed in front of the hot sample
surface Figure 39. The local pressure at the sample surface is estimated to a few 10

times more than the pressure measured with the help of the ion gauge placed away
from the sample surface. CVD during 10 min and 10

−8 mbar (measured with the ion
gauge) above 1250 K ensured a graphene coverage in excess of 95 %. For experiments
performed at the Nanospectroscopy beamline at ELETTRA, described in Chapter 4, no
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Figure 38: (a) X-ray pole figures (logarithm of the scattered intensity) for (1014) planes of sap-
phire (red) and a (111) planes of Ir (10 nm thick, grown at 700 K and annealed at
1100 K, green) on the same spherical coordinate system (azimuthal and scattering
angles displayed in grey and black, respectively). The Ir Bragg peaks are broader
than the sapphire ones, indicative of some spread in the epitaxial relationship. (b)
TEM cross sections of a 9 nm Ir film on sapphire, along the

[
111
]

azimuth. Green
dots highlight the crystallographic structure of Ir.

dosing tube was available and ethylene was simply backfilled in the UHV chamber
with a 5×10−8 mbar partial pressure. Compared to the case with a dosing tube, the
local pressure on the sample was then lower and the growth rate accordingly smaller.

The single crystallographic orientation, corresponding to the typical graphene/Ir(111)
moiré is found at 1400 K. This orientation is

〈
1100

〉
C
‖
〈
121
〉
Ir

, as shown by RHEED
(Figure 67). Graphene rods are only found along the

[
110
]

azimuth of Ir(111). In this
orientation, also superstructure rods from the moiré are observed. The distances from
the Ir, graphene, and moiré streaks to the central one give an estimate for the in-plane
lattice parameters of graphene and the moiré, 0.246 ± 0.001 nm and 2.634 ± 0.014 nm,
respectively.

The uniform layer of graphene of high quality replicates the atomic smoothness of
Ir(111) buffer layer by extending coherently across its atomic steps (Figure 41). STM
topographs display the typical wrinkles and Ir step edge reshaping.

The moiré pattern is obtained with different tunnelling parameters. Figure 42(a) was
imaged with a positive tunnelling voltage (0.93 V) while a negative voltage (-0.08 V)
was chosen for Figure 42(b). The moiré structure is highly ordered meaning that also
the graphene layer must be highly ordered (defects would strongly modify the aspect
of the moiré structure [14]). The moiré is imaged in two different ways, in part (a), the
atop regions appear as dark depressions in a bright surrounding. In part (b), the moiré
contrast is inverted. Now the atop regions are imaged as bright protrusions in a dark
surrounding. Such a contrast inversion is reversible without any sign of a tip change
and has been reported as well in graphene grown on bulk Ir(111) single-crystals [40].
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Figure 39: The position of the gas
tube and the sample
mounted on the oven
during CVD process,
the position of sam-
ple and oven can be
changed.
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Figure 40: Single graphene layer on the Ir (111) film in epitaxial relationship
〈
1120

〉
C
‖
〈
121
〉
Ir

In reciprocal space. (a) RHEED pattern of graphene/Ir(111) (10keV,
〈
110
〉
). First

order Ir, graphene, moiré streaks are highlighted as well as the zeroth order streak
and one second order moiré streak. (b) Brillouin zones of Ir(111) and graphene
together with the moiré superstructure.

2.11 surface preparation of bulk single cryslals

Samples were grown in situ in ultra-high vacuum conditions (base pressure 5×10
−11

mbar). An Ir(111) single crystal was used as a substrate and cleaned with repeated
cycles of Ar ion sputtering and high temperature (1200

◦C) flashes under oxygen (10
−8

mbar). A last temperature flash (1200
◦C) is finally done under UHV conditions to

remove the oxide layer. High-quality graphene was grown by exposing the Ir(111)
surface to 5×10

−8 mbar of C2H4 at 1000
oC. The Re single crystal has been prepared

in the same way as Ir one. While the growth of graphene is described in chapter 6.
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Figure 41: STM topographs showing
graphene wrinkles (black arrow)
as well as reshaping of underneath
Ir step edges of graphene/Ir(111)
(white arrow) (grown at 1400 K).

120 nm

a b

7 nm

Figure 42: STM topographs of the moiré (a) Vt = 0.93 V, I= 1.08 nA, (b) Vt = - 0.08 V, I= 0.6
nA. A contrast inversion occurs, depending on the tunnelling parameters. On the
left, the atop regions appear as dark features in a bright milieu, on the right, they
appear bright in a dark milieu.
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S P O N TA N E O U S AT M O S P H E R I C P R E S S U R E I N T E R C A L AT I O N O F
A N O X I D E I N A W E A K LY B O N D E D S Y S T E M , G R A P H E N E O N
I R ( 1 1 1 )

In this chapter, I will present the formation, the structure, and the electronic and vibra-
tional properties of graphene decoupled from an Ir(111) substrate by ultrathin iridium
oxide ribbons. This study was initiated by the observation of markedly different sur-
face morphologies of samples characterized by STM under UHV, in situ, in the same
environment where the samples were grown, and ex situ, by AFM and STM after ex-
posure to air. In this study we combined complementary ex situ probes, AFM, STM,
STS, µ-Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoemission microscopy and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy, to achieve a comprehensive characterization of the system.

We found that interaction of oxygen with epitaxial graphene on iridium leads to the
formation of an ultrathin oxide layer upon air exposure, extending between graphene
and the metallic substrate via the graphene wrinkles, which act as efficient diffusion
channels for oxygen. Graphene on Ir(111) was chosen as a platform for this study for
two reasons: (i) it is a high quality system, in which the density of defects such as grain
boundaries can be lowered to such a point that their role in intercalation can be ruled
out; (ii) it is a weakly bonded system, for which intercalation is thus easier expected
than in strongly bonded systems like graphene/Ru(0001), and for which wrinkles,
whose role in intercalation has not been addressed so far, form.

Our findings open the way to the transfer-free preparation of graphene decoupled
from its metallic substrate, and to the modulation of graphene’s properties with the
help of localized intercalation.

3.1 introduction

Change of paradigms, in terms of new functionalities, architectures, and perfor-
mances, are foreseen with graphene. These prospects are urging the develop-

ment of efficient production methods [132]. Preparation by chemical vapor deposition
(CVD), in this respect, has reached such maturity that graphene now appears as an
alternative to indium tin oxide as a transparent conductive electrode [1] or to Si and
III-V semiconductors in high-frequency electronics [133]. Intercalation of species be-
tween the metallic substrate needed for CVD and graphene, a method known since
the 1980’s [8], is an efficient and versatile way to achieve quasi freestanding graphene
[104] and to engineer the properties of graphene, for instance to induce electronic band-
gaps [134], magnetic moments [135], and strains [136]. Dual intercalation, of Si and O,
even showed great promise for the transfer-free preparation of graphene-on-oxide field
effect transistors [106].

Despite the numerous reports devoted to graphene/substrate intercalated systems,
two key questions remain open. First, the surmised role of defects as pathways for
intercalation has only been established, yet partially in some cases, for a few defects,
namely graphene free edges [104] and point defects [137, 13]. Unveiling other interca-

65
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lation pathways will help better envisioning the full potentialities of intercalation for
building up advanced graphene-based hybrids. Second, all studies of intercalation re-
ported thus far were performed under ultra-high vacuum (UHV). While this approach
offers optimum control over the processes, it is a prohibitively costly one in the view
of the production of graphene decoupled from its substrate. While atmospheric pres-
sure intercalation would be desirable, intercalation may proceed differently due to the
markedly different conditions.

In this framework, the present study consists in decoupling graphene from its metal-
lic substrate. For this, we address two questions, by studying high quality graphene
prepared by CVD on Ir(111) thin films. Iridium is one of those transition metals, like
Cu, Pt, and Au, that weakly interact with graphene [9]. Unlike on the latter three
metals however, most defects and notably grain boundaries can be avoided on Ir(111)
[138, 139], so that their role in intercalation [137] can be ruled out. Correlating com-
plementary microscopic analysis, we show that exposure to air leads to the formation
of an ultrathin intercalated oxide modifying the weak graphene-Ir interaction and gen-
erating variations of the charge density in graphene. We find that a common kind of
defect, local delaminations of graphene from its substrate, so-called wrinkles, forming
during cool down to room temperature after CVD due to the mismatch of thermal ex-
pansion coefficient of graphene and its substrate, are pathways for a slow intercalation
of oxygen species.

3.2 oxidation of iridium on graphene-free and graphene-covered re-
gions

Samples studied in this chapter consist of graphene grown by CVD on top of Ir(111)
thin films prepared on sapphire (see Section 2.9 and 2.10). Under UHV, prior to expo-
sure to air the graphene-covered regions of the sample exhibit a typical flat topography,
except for wrinkles and a periodic corrugation associated with the graphene/Ir(111)
moiré [9] (Figure 43).

Figure 43 shows STM images of graphene on Ir taken under UHV, in the same
system where the sample was grown. The left image reveals a wrinkle (bright linear
protrusion) ending at a graphene edge (inclined line, the bottom right of the image is
graphene-free). The right image is a smaller scale one revealing the triangular moiré
between graphene and Ir(111).

The situation is markedly different after exposure to air, as shown by atomic force
microscopy (AFM). Inspecting phase contrast AFM images (Figure 44) allows one to
identify graphene-free and graphene-covered regions [140]. AFM phase imaging dis-
tinguishes regions with and without graphene, due to sensitivity to the mechanical
response of the technique. Similar observations were performed for graphene on SiC
[141].

Figure 45a reveals that (i) graphene-free regions (named A hereafter) protrude out
of the surface, (ii) around graphene edges and along wrinkles, flat ribbons (named B
hereafter) whose height is substantially larger (see below) than the Ir atomic step edges,
are found. The moiré observed with scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) under UHV
before air exposure is no more visible with STM [142]. While the height (typically 3

nm in average, relative to graphene) of type A-regions does not evolve with time, the
height of type B-regions, as well as their lateral expansion, does (Figure 45a,b). After
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Figure 43: STM topographs under UHV of as-grown graphene on Ir(111) before exposure to air.
Tunnel current: 1.7 nA (left) and 30 nA (right); bias voltage: 1.2 V (left) and 500 mV
(right).

3 µm

2.8 nm 10°

Figure 44: AFM image taken with tapping mode, showing the topography (left) of graphene/Ir
with partial coverage, after exposure to air. Corresponding phase map (right) of the
same region, the contrast phase allows one to readily identify graphene-free (lighter)
and graphene-covered (darker) regions.

a few days the height and width of type B-regions do not increase much and reaches
about 1.5 nm and a few 100 nm respectively. The surface of graphene appears rougher
on type-B regions than on other graphene regions (Figure 45d). What is the nature
of the height variations upon exposure to air ? Volume expansion of surfaces due to
their oxidation is a well-known effect in AFM [143]. The presence of type A-regions
is interpreted in this light: in the absence of a protecting layer hindering surface air
oxidation, an Ir oxide rapidly forms [144, 145].

3.2.1 Graphene on an ultrathin IrO2 layer on Ir

Figure 46a shows an AFM topograph acquired in air of the Ir(111) surface covered
with graphene, at the location where three graphene wrinkles intersect. The inset
in Figure 46a shows atomic resolution STM in air of the surface, which reveals the
honeycomb lattice of graphene. Besides atomic step edges (0.22 nm high) from Ir(111)
and small dots which are dusts presumably resulting from ambient condition exposure,
terraces which are higher than the remaining of the surface (except for the wrinkles)
are observed exclusively around the wrinkles. These terraces are typically 0.6± 0.1
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nm high and exhibit linear patterns of a few nanometres periodicity (only revealed in
AFM with the help of super-sharp tips, Figure 46b). Below we provide evidence that
the whole surface in (Figure 46a,b) is covered with graphene. Most of the patterns (e.g.
top of Figure 46b) have a 4.1 nm periodicity, some have a larger periodicity (e.g. 6.3 nm
as in the bottom of Figure 46b). Such patterns cannot be interpreted as moirés between
graphene and Ir(111), which have triangular lattices with 2.5 nm period.

Superimposing ball-models of the lattices of graphene and of a rutile IrO2(100) sur-
face, with

〈
1100

〉
directions in graphene and 〈010〉 directions in IrO2(100) aligned to

〈112〉 directions of Ir, yields a moiré pattern which perfectly matches the AFM observa-
tion (Figure 46c). These orientations are those expected for the most stable orientation
variant in graphene/Ir(111) and that observed for IrO2 on Ir(111) by surface X-ray
diffraction under UHV [145] respectively. The step height of the oxidized regions (∼
0.6 nm) corresponds to four Ir planes. Oxygen termination is thermodynamically pre-
ferred for bare IrO2(100) [145].

The larger periodicity patterns (e.g. 6.3 nm) cannot be interpreted without invoking
strain in either graphene and/or the intercalated oxide and other iridium oxide phases
(other than those discussed in [145], none of which is compatible with our AFM ob-
servation). Strains of the order of a percent could account for the observed large
periodicities. Note that we do not expect isotropic strain in the oxide or graphene, due
to the presence of the wrinkles, and due to the different symmetries of the Ir(111) and
iridium oxide, respectively.

The IrO2 terraces forming between graphene and Ir(111) are all found along the
graphene wrinkles. This suggests that wrinkles are diffusion channels for oxygen
molecules and that they accordingly become oxygen reservoirs for the oxidation of
the topmost Ir(111) layers. IrO2 regions develop up to several microns away from the
entrance of the diffusion channel, which is, as we shall see later, located at the edges of
graphene domains. The formation of these intercalated regions, named type B-regions,
is interpreted as the result of the reactive intercalation of oxygen between graphene
and Ir(111).

3.2.2 Low conductivity of iridium oxide

The oxide type A-regions has a low conductivity, compared to the rest of the sample
(Figure 47). Figure 47 shows STM and AFM images recorded with the same tip at
room temperature at the same location. The comparison reveals that the graphene-free
regions, which are capped with an oxide after exposure to air and protrude out of the
surface as seen in AFM, are less conductive (seen as depressions in STM) than graphene
covered regions. Note that the intercalated oxide ribbon are not easily observed in STM.
This is due to the fact that although higher, they have a lower conductivity for the bias
voltage used here, which yields an apparent height not much different from regions
which are not intercalated.

3.3 surface electronics and elemental composition

In order to confirm our interpretations, we performed spatially-resolved measurements
of the work-function (WF) [146]. PEEM spectroscopic images at the photoemission
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threshold exhibit a contrast inversion as a function of the secondary electron energy,
indicative of a strong WF contrast across the surface (Figure 48a and Figure 49). WF
maps reveal two kinds of regions (Figure 48b,c): one with a 4-4.1 eV WF, the other
with a mean 4.5 eV WF and variations of approximately 0.1 eV about this values across
micrometer distances. The first value is close to the 4.2 eV one reported for IrO2 [144],
and thus presumably corresponds to type A-regions in Figure 45. The second value is
similar to that reported for graphene/Ir(111) [147] and thus signals graphene-covered
regions, the spatial fluctuations in their WF seemingly corresponding to surface inho-
mogeneities, with length-scale compatible with the distance between intercalated (type
B) ribbons.

The picture sketched above is further supported by chemical analysis of the regions
with different WF, thanks to area-selected X-ray photoemission performed with the
same PEEM set-up operated in the micro-spectroscopic mode [146]. We find that the
intensity ratio between C 1s and Ir 4d peaks (Figure 48d,f) is 12 % in the high WF
regions, and about twice as low on regions with prominently low WF. We note that
due to the size of the iris aperture for area selection (sketched in Figure 48a), low
WF regions also comprise a contribution (∼ 30% here) of high WF regions. We de-
duce that low WF regions are graphene-free. An O 1s peak is detected in all regions
(Figure 48e,g). Though the statistics of our measurement does not allow to map out
spatial inhomogeneities of this species, combining the information, gained from the
WF and chemical analysis, we can conclude that low WF regions are graphene-free,
type A-regions (IrO2), and that high WF regions are graphene-covered and comprise
oxygen species. The latter are inhomogeneously distributed over the surface, type B-
regions (oxide ribbons intercalated along wrinkles), and possibly also, between these
regions, a disordered layer of small oxygen-containing molecules (e.g. water, dioxygen)
intercalated below graphene.

A series of PEEM images have been recorded across the photoemission threshold
(energy step: 0.02 eV from 3.7 to 5.2 eV electron energy), some of which are shown in
Figure 49, to determine the local work function [148]. A work function map, leading
to such figures as Figure 48b, is generated from the image series by a fit, performed
on the pixel-to-pixel secondary electron spectra, of the low-energy cut-off equivalent
to the work function (see [149] and references therein).

At this point we summarize (Figure 48e) the effect of exposure to atmospheric envi-
ronment at room temperature. Without holes in the graphene sheet, no oxidation of
the Ir surface occurs. Graphene-free regions are rapidly oxidized, on a time scale be-
low 1 h. Graphene-covered regions are also oxidized, but on a much larger timescale,
upon the slow intercalation of oxygen species at graphene edges entering wrinkles at
their free end, which act as a tunnel for the transport of species across at least few
micrometer distances [150]. We note that the intercalation does not occur in case of
high quality graphene fully covering the Ir(111) surface (as also noticed in Ref [105]),
i.e. when wrinkles do not have an open end.

3.4 change of the properties of graphene upon oxide intercalation

In the remaining we focus on the type B-regions, more precisely on the influence of the
intercalated oxide on the properties of graphene. Spatially-resolved Raman scattering
measurements were performed at the exact location where AFM (Figure 50a) was also
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performed. No defect-allowed D mode is observed (Figure 50b and Figure 51), which
confirms the uniform high quality of the graphene-covered regions. In the vicinity of
the wrinkles, graphene’s G and 2D modes are found at 1594 ± 3 and 2691 ± 3 cm−1

respectively; they are located at 1588 ± 3 and 2679 ± 3 cm−1 far from the wrinkles
(Figure 50b). Though the G and 2D mode red-shifts, about 6 and 10 cm−1, correlate
with the position of the wrinkles (Figure 50c and Figure 51), they are actually not a
direct manifestation of graphene’s deformation or decoupling from its support in the
wrinkles. The G and 2D modes indeed have single-lorentzian profiles, in other words,
they do not comprise two spectral components, which would each arise from "flat"
and wrinkled graphene. A significant contribution from the wrinkles is actually not
expected, given that the number of the atoms which they encompass is typically 100

times smaller than that illuminated by the laser spot (300 nm diameter). The observed
red-shifts are thus ascribed to the presence of the intercalated oxide ribbon. Strain
and changes in electronic density can both be invoked in principle to explain G and
2D mode shifts. Rough estimates based on reports addressing specifically each effect
yield order of magnitudes, 0.1 % and 1012cm−2 for strains [121] and electronic density
change [120] respectively. The former could result from the stretching of graphene
upon intercalation [136]; the latter could be associated with variations of the charge
density in graphene set by the variation of the distance between graphene and the
metal substrate due to the presence of the intercalated oxide [142].

The position of the 2D and G peaks (Figure 51a,d) strongly varies in a way closely
related to the position of the oxide ribbon intercalated between graphene and Ir(111).
The area below those peaks (Figure 51b,e) also exhibits noticeable variations, which
are ascribed to local fluctuations of charge transfers. The variations of area below
the 2D band (Figure 51b) seem to correlate with the position of the wrinkles, which
we interpret as the manifestation of a change in the graphene-support interaction at
the wrinkles (expected weaker due to the larger graphene-support distance). No mea-
surable intensity below noise level is observed in the wavenumber region where one
expects a D band (Figure 51c).

Scanning tunneling spectroscopy was employed to test which effect (strain or charge
transfer) actually prevails. The local density of state (LDOS, which is proportional to
the local conductance measured with the STM tip) is markedly different on graphene
regions with and without an intercalated oxide ribbon (Figure 50d). Concluding from
the shape of the LDOS whether the graphene/support interaction is stronger or weaker
is in our opinion daring, given the different shapes reported by different groups on
identical graphene systems [151, 152]. We shall only mention that the graphene/Ir in-
teraction, which is known to be weak [9] can reasonably be expected to be even weaker
in the presence of an interaction oxide, as is the case in graphene/Ru(0001) [106]. As-
suming that the LDOS minimum tracks the neutrality point in graphene [153, 154],
we first observe that the Dirac point for graphene on Ir(111) is located closer to zero
than in in situ UHV experiment [9]. The difference is ascribed to a transfer of electrons
from below and above graphene. The latter may include the effect of adsorbates on
graphene. The former includes the effect of a disordered layer of molecules possibly
intercalated between graphene and Ir, the presence of which would explain both the
occurrence of a strong Raman signal absent in as-grown graphene/Ir(111) [155], and
the absence of the moiré pattern. Changes in the position of the Dirac point, of a few
100 meV, are observed between graphene with and without an oxide below it. This
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translates into variations of charge densities of the order of 1012cm−2 , which account
for the observed Raman shift changes. We deduce that the latter originate prominently
from charge density effects induced by intercalation [150].

3.5 change of graphene’s mechanical properties due to intercala-
tion of an oxide

Significant phase difference is observed between graphene flake and Ir metal (Fig-
ure 52) reflecting the difference in surface properties [156]. In contrast, the same phase
on graphene surface shows a contrast, which indicate that AFM tip is interacting with
the same surface. The phase shifts are observed for regions along wrinkles in which
some molecules trapped between graphene and iridium. This particular feature ob-
served in the phase image is the formation of an oxide Ir embedded in the graphene
flake which revealed that a trapped adsorbate piled up at the edges or along wrinkles.

Several contributions have investigated the potential of phase imaging to detect vari-
ations in materials properties such as adhesion, elasticity in addition to topographic
information [157]. Topography phase imaging records the phase shift (∆ϕ ) and the
amplitude (A) of the cantilever’s periodic oscillations relative to the cantilever drive
signal. The ∆ϕ is a result of the energy dissipation that occurs when the probe makes
contact to the sample. This latter is directly related to the changes in mechanical (a con-
volution of adhesion, composition, friction and viscoelasticity) and electrical properties.
However, still we could not understand the origin of the contrast in phase imaging re-
lated to dissipative processes at the tip-surface interface and how to interpret height
and phase contrast images in terms of the sample properties.

3.6 conclusion

In conclusion, we discovered that wrinkles play a central role in the diffusion of oxygen
species in between graphene and its Ir(111) substrate under atmospheric conditions,
by letting species penetrating below graphene from their open end. These diffusing
species react with Ir and slowly form oxide ribbons, the thickness of which reaches
1.5 nm, expanding across a self-limited width of a few 100 nm. The effect was also
observed recently in our laboratory on another related system, graphene on Cu foils,
and is thus of general importance in CVD-produced graphene. We found strong evi-
dence that the intercalation of the oxide ribbons yields modulation of few 1012cm−2

of the charge density in graphene and strongly modifies the graphene-support interac-
tion. Same effect has been demonstrated to occur in the case of carbon monoxide CO
intercalated in between graphene and Pt foils for developing a new transfer strategy
which is free from etching metal substrates and therefore without contaminants [158].
Their study shows that moreover its island boundary, the graphene wrinkle may serve
also as another initial place for CO intercalation.

Our findings highlight a cheap and easy way of intercalating thin oxides between
graphene and its substrate, and on the contrary, the crucial need for eliminating holes
in graphene on metals with which it weakly interacts, in the view of any application
taking benefit of graphene as a barrier coating to oxidation. More advanced structures,
with in-plane variations of the nature of the intercalants across 100 nm distances, could
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be designed by further processing. This opens the way to the bottom-up fabrication
of high quality charge-modulated graphene, for instance in the view of smart devices
exploiting the principles of optics for guiding charge carriers ([159, 160]).
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Figure 45: a) AFM image of graphene/Ir(111) after exposure to air, exhibiting Ir oxide on
graphene-free regions (labeled ”A”) and intercalated between graphene and Ir, in
the form of ribbons along the wrinkles in graphene (labeled ”B”). b) Close-up of the
region framed in a), as a function of time. c) Height profiles along the lines marked
in b). (0) marks the position of the wrinkle. d) STM topograph of a graphene-covered
region comprising a type-B region (right part). e) Cartoon summarizing the effect of
atmospheric molecules (sketched with balls) which intercalated between graphene
and its substrate (Ir) at the open end of a wrinkle. Image taken with tapping mode,
showing the topography of graphene/Ir with partial coverage.
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Figure 46: a) AFM topograph of graphene showing three wrinkles, and revealing substrate
step edges of the Ir substrate (black arrows) and of IrO2 (white arrows) under-
neath graphene. The inset shows an atomic resolution STM topograph of graphene
on Ir, performed after air exposure. b) High resolution AFM topograph of two
graphene/IrO2/Ir regions at the sides of a wrinkle, displaying linear periodic pat-
terns with two distinct periodicities. c) ball model of graphene/IrO2/Ir exhibiting a
4.1 nm moiré pattern.

Figure 47: STM topograph (left) of graphene on Ir(111) after exposure to air (tunnel current: 100

pA, bias voltage: 200 mV). AFM topograph (right) measured with the same tip of
the same region, in frequency modulation mode (collaboration with C. Winkelmann
at Néel Institute).
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Figure 48: Surface electronics and elemental composition. a) UV-excited PEEM spectroscopic
image (4.4 eV secondary electrons) of a surface area comprising graphene-free (type
A-regions) and graphene-covered regions, including type B-regions (oxide ribbon
intercalated below graphene). b, Corresponding WF mapping of the region in a).
c) WF distribution of b). d-g) Background-subtracted XPS micro-spectra of Ir, C,
and O core levels over two areas of interest marked in a) (coloured spectra are data
obtained from the hexagonal frames of the same colour; black curves are fits to the
data).

Figure 49: Series of PEEM images of graphene on Ir(111) after exposure to air recorded at a;
4.4, b; 4.6, and c; 4.8 eV photoelectron energy. Note the contrast inversion.
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Figure 50: Change of the properties of graphene upon oxide intercalation. a) AFM image of
graphene/Ir. b) Raman spectra acquired on the two spots marked in c. c) Map of
the position of graphene’s 2D band Raman shift, in the same area as a). The grey
region is graphene-free, doted lines are guides for the eyes showing the position of
the wrinkles apparent in a). d) Local conductance (G) as a function of tip-sample
bias (Vbias) averaged on the left region (red, type-A) region, and on the right (blue,
graphene on Ir(111) without intercalated ribbon) of the STM image shown in inset.

Figure 51: Maps of the a) the position of the 2D band, b) the area below the 2D band, c) the
fluctuations of area around zero in a region expected for the D band, d) the position
of the G band, and e) the area below the G band, of Raman spectra. The maps
were extracted from the same area as in Figure 3b of the main text. The labels in
the colour bars of b), c), and e) have been normalized one with respect to the other,
which allows a comparison between the various areas.
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Figure 52: (left) topoography and (right) phase AFM image of graphene/Ir with partial cover-
age showing an intercalated region in between graphene and iridium.





4
C O B A LT I N T E R C A L AT I O N AT T H E G R A P H E N E / I R I D I U M
I N T E R FA C E : I N F L U E N C E O F R O TAT I O N A L D O M A I N S ,
W R I N K L E S A N D S U B S T R AT E AT O M I C S T E P S

In this chapter I will describe the intercalation of the equivalent of one atomic layer
or less of Co between graphene and Ir(111). Compared to the previous study, both

the nature of the intercalant and the pressure conditions are changed, here UHV. Our
initial motivation was to better understand the preparation of graphene/ferromag-
net/substrate hybrid systems, which have been studied in the recent years by differ-
ent groups [161, 13, 108, 109, 162], including ours. In these systems, all prepared by
intercalation of a ferromagnet, magnetic moments were found in graphene [163], sur-
prisingly strong magnetic anisotropy perpendicular to the surface in ultrathin Co films
with a graphene topmost interface were revealed [13, 108], and graphene/Ni [162] and
graphene/Co [109] moirés were found, owing to which a nanoscale modulation of
magnetism induced in carbon could develop [109]. However, none of these studies
address the processes by which intercalation takes places.

We performed an in situ study of thermally-activated intercalation with the help of
real time, in operando LEEM measurements. We found that the efficiency of intercala-
tion depends on the interaction between graphene and the metal, more precisely that
it is more efficient on those graphene domains which are less coupled to the substrate.
Such domains have their carbon zigzag rows misaligned with respect to the dense-
packed Ir rows. We also found that the intercalation is occurring through well-defined
entry points, which are curved regions of graphene, wrinkles and graphene covering
substrate step edges, and found that different kinds of curved regions are relevant
depending on the relative orientation of graphene and its substrate.

4.1 introduction

Several microscopic mechanisms have been proposed to describe how a foreign species
intercalates below graphene. While oxygen intercalates from the edges of graphene
flakes grown on Ru(0001) [104, 155] and on Ir(111) [105], alkali metals instead may
intercalate at atomic step edges or at boundaries between different rotational domains
in graphene/Ni(111) [164] and in graphite [165]. Regarding transition metals, the inter-
calation mechanism remains elusive. While it has been demonstrated that pre-existing
defects in graphene, such as vacancies or pentagon-heptagon pairs, reduce the required
energy to trigger intercalation [13, 137], several recent experimental works have shown
that other mechanisms could be at work. In particular, atomic defect formation, in-
duced by the transition metal cluster on the graphene sheet, with subsequent restoring
of the carbon-carbon bonds, has been suggested as a possible way for metal intercala-
tion [137, 166, 167].

79
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4.2 sample preparation

Ir(111) bulk single crystals were used as substrates. Their preparation is described in
section 2.11. Graphene growth was conducted by CVD at 1000

◦C with 5×10−8 mbar
ethylene (see section 2.10). In all experiments presented here, graphene covers about
80% of the Ir surface. Co was subsequently deposited at room temperature from an
electron-beam evaporation source at a rate of about 0.3 monolayer (ML) per minute
[168].

The onset of intercalation was then followed by imaging the surface while annealing.
The LEEM measurements were performed at the Nanospectroscopy beamline of the
Elettra synchrotron radiation facility [169].

The LEEM image in Figure 53 illustrates the typical aspect of the graphene/Ir(111)
surface, prior to Co deposition. In this image, bare Ir appears as the darkest regions.
Consistent with previous literature [53, 170], we observe several rotational domains
across the graphene layer with different LEEM contrasts (see different shades of grey in
Figure 53(a). Mirco-LEED measurements are used to identify the local crystallographic
orientation of these rotational domains, as shown in Figure 53(b)-(d). Beside R0, these
orientations correspond to rotation of 14 and 19

◦ of the carbon zigzag rows with respect
to the Ir dense-packed atomic rows. In the following, we refer to R14 and R19 when
describing these rotational domains. In other places of the surface, we also observe
R30 domains (not shown here). Thin lines on the surface are the substrate atomic
steps, while thick lines are wrinkles.

2 μm

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Wrinkles

Ir steps

R0

R14

R18.5

Figure 53: (a) LEEM image (Vstart= 15 V, 15 µm field of view) of the graphene/Ir(111) surface,
showing bare Ir (darkest regions) and three graphene rotational domains. Thin lines
all over the surface are Ir atomic steps, while thick lines on the graphene-covered
surface are wrinkles. (b-d) 2 µm-diameter selected area of the LEEM image where
low-energy electron diffraction has been performed to identify the three graphene
rotational domains. In these patterns (Vstart= 40 V), the black dash arrows indicate
the Ir diffraction peaks, while the blue, green and red arrows indicate the carbon
peaks for R0, R14 and R19 domains, respectively.
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In agreement with other works [12], deposition of 1 ML of Co at room temperature
leads to the formation of randomly distributed clusters all over the graphene surface
(see black dots in Figure 54(a)).

4.3 rotational domain-dependent intercalation

Annealing of the Co ML at about 125
◦C strongly modifies the surface morphology,

as shown in Figure 54(b). We observe large dark areas on R14 and R19 where Co
accumulates, while, surprisingly, the surface morphology on R0 remains essentially
unchanged, although Co starts decorating the Ir atomic steps (the LEEM contrast be-
comes darker along step edges in R0 domains). In the following, we show that these
dark regions on the different rotational domains correspond to intercalated Co.

(a)

1 μm

(c)

δWFIr

δWFCo

(a) (b)

Figure 54: (a) LEEM image of the graphene/Ir(111) surface after deposition at room tempera-
ture of a 1 ML thick Co layer, which results in randomly distributed clusters (dark
dots) atop the graphene sheet. (b) LEEM image (Vstart= 4 V) of the same region
of the surface after annealing at 125

◦C. In (b), the different rotational domains have
been colored for clarity. R0, R14 and R19 appear blue, grey and red, respectively.
Wrinkles are highlighted by white lines. (c) Work function measurement of clean Ir
(taken as a reference) and graphene/Ir surfaces (empty and full red circles, respec-
tively). The same comparison between 1 ML of Co on Ir (empty squares) and the
dark regions observed on the R14 and R19 variants (filled squares) demonstrates Co
intercalation.
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To do so, we use low-energy electron reflectivity, close to the mirror mode conditions[130],
to measure the relative changes of the surface work function at different steps of the
sample preparation. Here, we define the relative work function (WF) as the energy for
which electron reflectivity drops by 10% from total reflectance [171]. To demonstrate
Co intercalation, we take advantage of the fact that the WF of graphene-terminated
metal surfaces is often lower than the WF of the corresponding clean metal surfaces
[78]. This is particularly true for Co and Ir: δWFCo =WFCo−WFGr/Co ∼ +1.7 eV [78]
and δWFIr=WFIr-WFGr/Ir ∼+1 eV [172, 171].

We thus compare the surface WF of clean Ir with the one of graphene/Ir and the WF
of 1 ML of Co on Ir with the one measured on the dark regions in Figure 54(b). The
results, reported in Figure 54(c) show that δWFIr ∼1 eV, in agreement with previous
experimental works [172, 171], and that δWFCo ∼1.8 eV, demonstrating that the dark
regions in Figure 54(b) are indeed intercalated Co. Interestingly, the amount of inter-
calated Co is significantly different for the three rotational domains. Note for example
that, while intercalated Co make relatively large flakes below the R14 and R19 domains,
it is hardly detectable on R0 (see Figure 54(b)). These results show that the intercalation
efficiency depends on the graphene rotational domain on which Co has been deposited,
suggesting that the strength of the graphene/Ir interaction plays a role in the process.
In fact, a lower graphene/Ir interaction energy has been recently reported for the R30

domain compared to the one found for the R0 domain [171]. A similar variation of the
interaction energy is also expected for the R14 and R19 rotational domains [172].

4.4 intercalation starting from curved graphene regions

The LEEM image shown in Figure 54(b) reveals another intriguing aspect: while Co in-
tercalation preferentially takes place at Ir step edges on R0, the intercalation regions on
R14 and R19 often appear on/close to graphene wrinkles. The intercalation mechanism
itself, at the microscopic level, is thus variant-dependent. A closer look at the LEEM
images, acquired while annealing, reveal that once intercalated, Co diffuses along the Ir
atomic steps on the R0 domain and wets isotropically the Ir surface on the R19 domain
(see Figure 55). Part of these results are consistent with recent STM measurements in
which Co [109] and Ni [162] islands intercalated at the graphene/Ir(111) interface have
been found mostly at the Ir step edges under the R0 rotational domain. However, to
the best of our knowledge, the role of graphene wrinkles in the intercalation process
of a transition metal has not been anticipated in these earlier studies.

It is unlikely that the intercalation is induced by pre-existing defects in the graphene
layer, as there is no reason to have defects only close to atomic steps on R0 and only
close to wrinkles on the other rotational domains. Intercalation has not been observed
either at domain grain boundaries, where pentagon-heptagon defects are located [14].
These different observations indicate that curved regions of the graphene sheet facili-
tate Co intercalation in the temperature window we probe in this work. Also, in all
our experiments, we observe negligible Co intercalation at the edges of the graphene
flakes. This suggests that the energy barriers for intercalation are lower when Co is on
top of graphene and close to a wrinkle or an atomic step than on the Ir surface, where
graphene binding is strong [53, 173]

Although an atomic description of the intercalation process is not possible with
LEEM, a few speculations can be made to explain why curvature is a key parameter.
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Figure 55: LEEM images (Vstart=10 V) showing the intercalation of Co at different annealing
temperatures on R0 (a) and on R18 (b). (c-d) Schematic representation of the pro-
posed intercalation mechanism. On R0 domains, Co intercalates at atomic step edges
and diffuses along the steps (c), while on R19, Co intercalates at wrinkles and wets
isotropically the Ir surface (d).

For flat and free standing graphene, the formation of a vacancy requires high energy,
about 7 eV [174], but this value drops to 1.5 eV in the presence of Co clusters [175]. In
addition, previous works on carbon nanotubes showed that the vacancy formation en-
ergy decreases with increasing curvature [176]. In particular, for a nanotube diameter
of 5 Å, corresponding approximately to the graphene curvature at the Ir step edges
[14], the vacancy formation energy is reduced by 2 eV with respect to the free standing
graphene [176]. The di-vacancy formation energy is even smaller both in presence of
Co clusters and for curved graphene sheets. It is then reasonable to believe that defects
form in the graphene sheet when a Co cluster has nucleated at a graphene wrinkle or
at an Ir atomic step, without the need of pre-existing point defects.

4.5 conclusion

Using low-energy electron microscopy, we have study Co intercalation under high-
quality graphene grown on Ir(111). We have found that the efficiency of Co interca-
lation at the graphene/Ir(111) interface depends on the rotational orientation of the
graphene domain on which Co is deposited: Upon annealing at about 125

◦C, Co in-
tercalation is much faster on R14 and R19 domains than on R0 domains. However,
intercalation does not occur everywhere. Instead, depending on the rotational ori-
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entation of the graphene domains, Co finds specific regions of the surface, such as
atomic steps and wrinkles where curvature of the graphene sheet is high, to reach the
Ir substrate: on R0 domains, Co preferentially intercalates at Ir step edges, while it
mostly intercalates at wrinkles on the R14 and R19 domains. These results suggest
that the strength of the graphene/Ir interaction determines which pathway is energeti-
cally more favourable. Our work opens new opportunities to grow systems where the
intercalation mechanism could be controlled at the nanoscale. Moreover, these path-
ways that facilitate intercalation offer the advantage of working at moderate annealing
temperature, thus limiting possible intermixing between the intercalated metal and the
substrate.



5
G R O W T H A N D S T R U C T U R E O F A S T R O N G LY B O N D E D S Y S T E M ,
G R A P H E N E O N R E ( 0 0 0 1 )

One route towards inducing novel properties into graphene is to prepare it onto
a material both serving a substrate for growth and exhibiting desirable proper-

ties to be induced by a proximity effect in graphene. As concerns superconductivity,
rhenium as an interesting candidate in this respect, given its catalytic activity with
respect to the cracking of carbon containing molecules, which is requested for CVD
of graphene, and its high critical temperature of 1.7 K until which it sustains a super-
conducting state. We have developed the growth of graphene on Re(0001) substrates
of two kinds, bulk single crystals and thin films on sapphires. The growth processes
are different in the two systems: while a surface-confined growth, only active in a nar-
row temperature window, was found the only way to achieve graphene rather than a
surface carbide in the first case, in the second case a temperature-induced surface seg-
regation was found to be an easy-to-implement approach. We find that graphene on
Re(0001) exhibits features which are typical of a strong interaction between graphene
and its substrate, and identify localized defects in graphene.

Our analysis is based on in situ monitoring of the growth with the help of LEEM and
LEED, performed at the Nanospectroscopy beamline at ELETTRA, STM performed
both in situ, in the same system where the samples were grown in our laboratory,
and ex situ, with a low temperature STM with our collaborators at CEA, Raman spec-
troscopy, and DFT calculations.

5.1 rhenium as a substrate for graphene

The Re-C system is actually more complex than as expected from "classical" phase
diagrams (Figure 56). Several carbide phases are documented [177, 178, 179], among
which the rhenium carbide Re2C. This phase has been synthesised at high temperature
and high pressure [177]. This phase also studied by surface science technique and it
forms upon thermal decomposition of hydrocarbons at low temperatures 500 K [180].
The carbon solubility in Re is high as compared to that in Ir and Pt for instance, and
amounts 8×10−2 atomic percent (.at%) at 1275 K while 5×10−3 .at% at 975 K. It is
similar to that in Rh or Ru. How graphene grows on these two metals is a guide for
foreseeing possible growth processes on Re.

On Ru(0001), a process based on the high temperature (e.g. 1320 K) decomposition
of carbon precursors accompanied by a dissolution of carbon inside the bulk, and cool
down yielding a strong decay of the carbon solubility, leading to surface segregation
of carbon and graphene growth, is often employed [182, 42, 77]. Another process has
also been reported, in which carbon is deposited onto Ru(0001) at a temperature for
which the carbon solubility in Ru is low enough to prevent carbon diffusion inside the
bulk. In such conditions graphene grows in a surface-confined manner [66].

On Rh(111), the competition between carbide and graphene formation, makes it
difficult to achieve solely graphene [183]. It was shown that the nucleation of graphene
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Figure 56: Phase diagram of a Re-C system
[181].

requires a higher surface concentration of carbon adatoms than the nucleation of the
surface carbide. On the contrary, once nucleated, graphene islands were found to
grow faster than carbide once. In order to prepare a full layer of graphene, growth
was started with a high carbon precursor concentration at the surface, achieved by
adsorbing a full precursor layer at room temperature. This is a so-called temperature
programmed growth (TPG). Growth was continued with a standard CVD step during
which the pre-formed islands were found to grow until coalescence.

Re(0001) as a substrate for graphene growth was used in two forms:
High purity bulk single crystals were employed. Their preparation consisted in

sputtering cycles with argon ions at room temperature for 10 min and an Ar pressure
in the chamber of about 10

−5 mbar, followed by annealing to a temperature of 1000

K for about 10 min. The sample is kept at 400 K and the chamber is backfilled with
2×10−7 mbar of oxygen for 30 min. A final quick flash annealing to 1900 K finished
sample preparation. Figure Figure 57a shows the resulting smooth surface, as observed
by LEEM: except for defects in the channel plate, the only visible features are Re(0001)
atomic steps, which separate micrometer-wide terraces. The LEED pattern (Figure 57b)
is characteristic of a single crystalline orientation surface.

A second kind of samples, few 50 nm-thick Re thin films on C-plane sapphire, were
also employed. These were prepared by Bruno Gilles and Benjamin Delsol at the
SIMAP laboratory in Grenoble, by molecular beam epitaxy (see experimental part).

The epitaxy of the films was checked by RHEED and the topography by STM Fig-
ure 58. STM images display atomically flat terraces with mounds on top. These islands
have a size of about 300 nm. The formation of these mounds is due to the spiral growth
method in which the growth starts in a three dimensional mode but transforms into
two dimensional mode as the film gets thicker. Coalescence of larger number of initial
growth islands may lead to screw dislocations Figure 58b due to the layer structure
resulting in spiral-island growth mode, with the screw dislocation as the growth flow
axis. The dislocations are generated by the accommodation of small translational or
rotational displacements as adjacent islands agglomerate. This is referred to as the
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Figure 57: a) Structure of a clean Re single crystal: a) Bare Re surface imaged by LEEM, b)
corresponding LEED pattern at 33 eV of Re(0001) crystal. The black arrows show
some defects in the channel plate.

Screw-island or Spiral-island growth mode. Another interesting feature is that multi-
ple steps merge together to form steep edges.

The surface quality of the Re(0001)after treatment shows a streaky RHEED patterns,
suggesting that the Re is atomically smooth. Kikuchi lines are further evidences for
the quality of the surface. This indicate a chemically clean and crystallographic well-
ordered substrate surface with a single crystallographic orientation.

Figure 58: a) STM topographs 600 nm2 under UHV of Re(0001)/Al2O3(0001). b) STM image
400 nm×550 nm shows a multiple steps merging together with a mound having
a dislocation as indicated by black arrow. c) RHEED (20 keV) pattern of Re layer
showing the orientation of the streaky pattern.

5.2 graphene on bulk single crystals : surface-confined growth

5.2.1 Carbon dissolution in the bulk

Inspired by the method reported by Sutter et al. for growing graphene on Ru(0001)
[42], we have exposed the Re(0001) single crystal to a 4×10−7 mbar partial pressure of
ethylene for 15 min at 1175 K. Cooling down however did not lead to any surface segre-
gation induced by a decay of the carbon solubility in Re. We ascribe this disappointing
result to the fact that our Re single crystal are extremely pure and are thus an infinite
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reservoir for carbon storage. At the temperature which are relevant (see next para-
graph) for carbon surface segregation, the diffusion length of C atoms inside the bulk
of Re is presumably very large, such that it is not possible to establish a sufficiently
abrupt carbon concentration gradient versus depth in the crystal: neither in the bulk
in average, nor close to the surface, can a sufficiently high carbon bulk concentration
(i.e., close to a few 10

−2 atomic percent) be achieved which would exceed the carbon
solubility upon cool down. Since we did not wish to enrich (and thus, permanently
pollute) the costly Re crystal with a large amount of carbon by prolonged exposure to
ethylene at high temperature, an alternative growth method was needed.

5.2.2 Direct deposition of ethylene at elevated temperature

Growing high quality graphene requires high temperatures in order to promote effi-
cient surface diffusion of carbon adatoms and mobility of small graphene nuclei. How-
ever, in the present case this requirement is problematic: at temperatures above 800-850

K a surface carbide phase starts to form and to the expense of graphene. Carbide for-
mation is illustrated in Figure 59: the Re(0001) surface was exposed to 4×10−7 mbar
of ethylene. At 875 K we observe a mixture of graphene and phase having a complex
diffraction pattern. Recent works support the idea that this phase corresponds to a
surface carbide, but do not conclude on the exact nature of this complex structure. The
former preferentially formed at the Re(0001) step edge. At 905 K, the carbide phase
forms exclusively. The micro diffraction pattern (Figure 59b) reveals the characteristic
signature of the carbide, which is much different from the graphene one (see below).

We note that below 800 K, graphene forms with a low structure quality, as expected
for such low temperatures.

1µm
Re

a b

Figure 59: a) LEEM image of the Carbide growth on Re at 905 K. b) LEED pattern at 45 eV
electron energy of the carbide formed.

5.2.3 Avoiding the formation of the surface carbide

We tested three approaches, all intended to favour the growth of graphene to the ex-
pense of that of the surface carbide.

The first approach (Figure 60a) relied on the recipe developed by Dong et al. for
graphene growth on Rh(111) [183] (see above). It was indeed possible to grow graphene
by increasing the carbon concentration, in a TPG process, conducted by heating up to
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805 K a substrate whose surface has been covered with a layer of ethylene at room
temperature. This suggests that the carbon surface concentration needed for nucleating
graphene is higher than for nucleating the carbide, and that graphene, at this carbon
surface concentration, forms preferentially. TPG only yields a partial coverage. The
graphene is not stable beyond the temperature 875 K.

The second step in the recipe from Dong et al, exposure of the hot surface with
preformed graphene islands to ethylene (CVD), does not have the desired effect, of
increasing the graphene coverage. Instead, the surface carbide forms rapidly, and
the whole surface is converted to a carbide (Figure 60a). This implies that unlike on
Rh(111), on Re(0001), the carbide phase forms more rapidly at the carbon adatom
concentrations accessible during the second step (this concentration is substantially
smaller than that in the TPG step).

The second approach (Figure 60b) intended to exploit the expected different chem-
ical reactivity of the carbide and graphene. It was shown for instance that on Ir(111),
different graphene variants have different stability versus high temperature oxygen
etching [138]. With this in mind we studied the relative stability of the carbide and of
graphene versus high temperature (845 K) oxygen (2×10−7mbar) exposure. Unfortu-
nately we found that graphene is less stable than the carbide.

a

b

c

2 µm

C

Re

Figure 60: LEEM images left with LEED pattern (E= 55 eV) right of (a) CVD at high temper-
ature yielding carbide; (b) middle is for one TPG cycle showing graphene with
carbide, right oxidation of the surface after oxygen exposure; (c) 3 cycles of TPG
growth showing high quality graphene. The Re inner spot with graphene spot are
surrounded by smaller satellite spots reflecting the periodicity of the moiré. The
centre spot is also surrounded by moiré induced spots.
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Figure 61: Cartoon schematizing the
total energy of the graphene
and carbide phases as a
function of the carbon
adatom concentration on the
Re(0001) surface in equilib-
rium with graphene/carbide
phases during growth.

graphenecarbide
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The third approach consisted in repeated TPG cycles (Figure 60c). Given that ethy-
lene only sticks on graphene-free regions upon heating, and that a full layer of ethylene
adsorbed at room temperature onto transition metals (e.g. Pt(111) [184], Ir(111) [14])
encloses an amount of carbon atoms equivalent to 25 % of a graphene layer, one expects
that the coverage of the Re(0001) surface with graphene, θn, will asymptotically reach
100 % as a function of the number n of TPG cycles, according to θn = 1− (1− 0.25)n.
With 3 cycles (room temperature adsorption of ethylene and 933 K annealing), one
achieves about 50 % coverage, as expected, of graphene with a well-defined epitaxial
relationship with respect to Re(0001) (carbon zigzag rows aligning Re dense-packed
ones), as seen in (Figure 60c). No carbide phase is formed in this process if the tem-
perature does not exceed 995 K, and the onset of graphene formation, from a carbidic
phase (non fully de-hydrogenated ethylene), is observed from 625 K.

These observations show that (i) the critical carbon adatom concentration for graphene
nucleation is higher than for carbide growth, (ii) the energy of carbon in the graphene
phase is higher than in the carbide phase when growth is performed for a low carbon
adatom concentration on Re(0001) such as encountered under CVD conditions, a sit-
uation which is inverted at high carbon adatom concentrations such as encountered
under TPG conditions; the relative energy of the carbide and graphene phases dic-
tates which phase will grow preferentially (Figure 61). A schematic view of the three
approaches used is highlighted in Figure 62.

5.3 graphene on thin films : surface segregation

5.3.1 Graphene formation

As we have seen in the previous section, surface segregation upon cool down, of carbon
stored in the bulk of Re, is not possible with a high purity bulk crystal, because it is
a too large reservoir to be filled with carbon. In order to take benefit of this simple
mechanism, we have employed a second kind of substrates, Re thin films (see section
2.8), which, due to their limited thickness (few 50 nm), are sufficiently small reservoirs
that a substantial carbon concentration can be induced in them by exposure at high
temperature (typically 1265 K) to ethylene doses easily accessible in a UHV system.

Considering the carbon solubility in Re at 1175 K, 5×10
−2 atomic fraction, one ex-

pects indeed that 20 min exposure to 10
−8 mbar pressure of ethylene (about 15 lang-

muirs, symbol L) at this temperature will saturate a 50 nm-thick metal film with carbon.
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Figure 62: Schematic of the three approaches used to attempt the growth of graphene on high
purity bulk single-crystal Re(0001). The carbon precursor is depicted in blue. a)
Hydrocarbons are adsorbed on the metal surface. Upon annealing hydrogen desorbs
and graphene island forms (TPG). Annealing under an ethylene pressure does not
increase the coverage of graphene but rather carbide formation. b) Exposure of a
Re(0001) surface covered with graphene and carbide leads to the preferential etching
of graphene and to the formation of an O-reconstructed (2×2) Re(0001) surface. c) 3

TPG cycles allow preferential growth of graphene.

The segregation of this whole amount of carbon to the surface of the metal would cor-
respond to about 4 monolayers of graphene.

This thermodynamic consideration is of course not the only ones to be taken into
account: kinetics may also play a crucial role here, as shown by the influence of the
cooling rate. Whatever the amount of carbon dissolved into bulk Re, which we have
varied between a few 1 L and a few 10 L in our experiments, we believe that when
graphene formed, we systematically observed prominently single layer on the surface.

When rapidly crossing the temperature at which the carbon concentration in the
bulk exceeds the bulk solubility, typically 875 K, with a 100 K/s rate, no graphene
is observed on the surface (Figure 63a). For a moderate cooling rate (20 K/min) on
the contrary, one observes a nanometre scale triangular pattern on the surface with
STM (Figure 63b), which is typical of a moiré between single layer graphene and a
transition metal surface (this superstructure will be described more into details in the
next section).

5.3.2 Different phases on Re(0001)

Besides the graphene phase, we observe the formation of two other phases at the
surface, which tend to form when large, few 10 L, ethylene doses are employed. Al-
together, they can cover about 18 % of the sample surface for a 12 L dose of ethylene.
These phases are disordered as seen on the STM images (Figure 64) by our collabora-
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a

60 nm 56 nm

12 nm22 nm

Figure 63: STM topographs of graphene on Re prepared with different cooling rate, (a)100 K/s,
(b) 19.5 K/min, with 6L. Bottom: corresponding zoomed-in images.

tors at CEA, and as confirmed by the absence of any measurable diffraction pattern
in RHEED experiments. Given the disorder of these phases, only speculations can be
given at this point regarding their nature. One of the two phases seems a non-dense
one which exhibits no particular feature (Figure 64a). We surmise that this phase is
a carbide. The second one seems flatter and exhibits features resembling some moiré
sites, though with a high disorder (Figure 64b). We tentatively identify this phase as
bilayer graphene [185] or ill-crystallized graphene [186].

a

5 nm

b

9 nm

Figure 64: STM topographs of graphene on Re showing different phases indicated by black
arrows, (a) showing carbide phase. Image courtesy of C. Tonnoir and C. Chapellier
from CEA-INAC, (b) 25 nm2 showing bilayer graphene.

Despite our repeated efforts, we could not achieve atomic resolution STM imaging
on neither of these two phases, which would provide valuable information as to their
nature. However we performed ex situ AFM measurements in order to obtain com-
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plementary characterization. One observes that some regions have a markedly larger
phase signal (Figure 65). The corresponding surface fraction roughly matches with that
estimated from STM for one of the disorder phase discussed above (surmised to be a
carbide). The position of these regions is only partially correlated with the location of
the highest mounds of the substrate. The occurrence of regions with difference phases
points to locally different force dissipations. This could signal the occurrence of regions
(e.g. a carbide) having different interactions with the substrate, thus adsorbing atmo-
spheric molecules in a different manner, in turn modifying the interaction between
AFM tip and surface (Figure 65). Such a mechanism was invoked for understanding
different AFM phase contrasts in graphene/SiC samples [126].

800 nm

20 nm

a b c

60°

140 nm

Figure 65: (a,b) AFM (topography, phase) of graphene/Re(0001) exposed to 12L with a cooling
rate 13 K/min. (c) STM image showing the presence of a carbide phase on top
mound indicated by a black arrow.

5.3.3 Defects in graphene

We observe large vacancies on graphene-covered terraces. Graphene uniformly cov-
ers the terrace, including at the location of the vacancies, as shown by the presence
of a moiré spreading all across the surface (Figure 66a,b). The size of the vacancies
was found to increase with ethylene dose during the carbon enrichment phase of the
growth. Besides these defects, we also observe smaller ones, dark spots in the moiré
at locations where one would expect a bright spot in STM images (Figure 66c). The
density of these defects also increases with ethylene dose. Further work is needed to
elucidate the origin of these defects. In the (Figure 66a), a contrast inversion marked by
the arrows, is observed from one terrace to the neighbour one. The origin of this effect
is still unclear, but points to a distinctive interaction between graphene and Re(0001)
from one terrace with the other. Further investigation with scanning tunnelling spec-
troscopy is currently undertaken to study these defects more in a depth manner.

5.4 graphene-re(0001) interaction

5.4.1 Moiré periodicity and orientation

STM images routinely reveal the moiré between graphene and Re(0001) which was
already mentioned several times in this chapter. The moiré shows a preferential ori-
entation, reflecting a preferred graphene/Re relative orientation, in which the zigzag
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a

20 nm

b

6.3 nm 20 nm

c

Figure 66: (a), (b) STM topographs of graphene/Re(0001) showing large defects. The white and
dark arrows indicate a bright and a dark atop contrast in the moiré, respectively. The
red lines illustrate the continuity of the rows of moiré across the contrast reversal.
(c) STM image showing the presence of a defects in the moiré.

carbon rows align the Re dense-packed ones. However, deviations from this ideal situ-
ations are sometimes observed, with rotations as much as 2

◦, [14] corresponding to a
1
◦ rotation between the graphene and Re lattices.

The moiré has different sizes depending on the preparation conditions. Analysing
LEED patterns such as in Figure 60, we find that preparation on a bulk single crystal
(section 1.2) yields a moiré with 2.3 nm periodicity, corresponding to 9 carbon rings
matching 8 Re atoms. On a thin Re film, analysing STM images (Figure 68) and RHEED
patterns (Figure 67), we find 1.9 nm and 2.4 nm periodicities corresponding to 8 carbon
rings matching 7 Re atoms, and 10 matching 9, for different preparation conditions. For
bulk single crystals and thin films, graphene growth sets in at different temperatures.
Assuming that graphene locks on its substrate at its growth temperature, the structure
of graphene is set by the lattice parameter of the substrate at the growth temperature,
which differs in the two cases. The different commensurabilities for graphene on thin
films could point to a slightly different lattice parameter of the substrate due to a
different carbon bulk concentrations, and to a different segregation temperature upon
cool down also due to different carbon bulk concentrations.

Figure 67: right, RHEED pattern of graphene/Re(0001) 20 kV, [100] azimuth. First order Re,
graphene and zero streaks are highlighted as well as one second order moiré streak
for a superstructure (9:10). Left: Line profile across the streaks.
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Figure 68: a) STM image showing the moiré pattern, measured with a bias voltage Vbias=
224 mV and a tunnelling current I = 31 nA. b) STM image exhibiting an atomic
periodicity of order six on the hills of the moiré and three in the valleys, measured
for Vbias= 10 mV and I = 10 nA. b) Image courtesy of C. Tonnoir and C. Chapelier
from CEA-INAC.

5.4.2 Moiré corrugation and nature of the graphene-Re interaction

This moiré has a strong corrugation, typically 1 Å, comparable to that in graphene/Ru(0001)
and substantially larger than that in graphene/Ir(111). Further analysing the geomet-
rical properties is important as it informs about the graphene-Re interaction. However
STM is not a suitable tool for this purpose, due to its mixed sensitivity to both the
structure and the local density of state, which is expected to vary within a single moiré
unit cell.

For this reason we switch to a density functional theory analysis which was per-
formed in our laboratory by Laurence Magaud. Ab initio calculations have been carried
out with the code VASP [187]. PAW approach [188], PBE functional [189] and Grimme
corrections to van der Waals (vdW) interactions [190] have been used. The slab used
to describe the system contained five Re layers, one graphene layer and a 10 Å-thick
vacuum space on top. The Re plane in the middle (third plane) of the slab was fixed
while all the other atoms were allowed to relax (more details will be explained else-
where, (see Figure 69). The lateral size of the supercell has been fixed to the geometry
observed experimentally and corresponds to a (7:8) superstructure. Calculations were
performed with one K-point, the supercell K point to get a precise description of the
graphene low energy states. After convergence, residual forces were lower than 0.025

eV/Å.
Calculations show that the graphene layer is buckled with regions where the C atoms

are close to Re ones and regions where they lay much higher (Figure 69a). The am-
plitude of the buckling is found to be 1.6 Å. The smallest C-Re are 2.24 Å, which
corresponds to a covalent C-metal bond, while the larger distances are 3.97 Å, i.e.
larger than between two graphene planes in graphite. The first regions correspond to
strong graphene-Re interaction (so-called top hcp and top fcc) with the formation of
covalent bonds and an electron transfer from Re to C atoms (Figure 69b). The second
regions correspond to a much weaker interaction (so-called hcp and fcc), presumably
vdW. The Re layer below graphene is also slightly buckled, with corrugation height
0.15 Åin the Re layer just below and 0.13 Åin the second Re layer. The higher Re atoms
lie below the higher C atoms. The C-Re pairs distribution (Figure 69e) shows some
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variations with the ones of Miniussi et al. [191], which can be due to the (7:8) geometry
and the vdW corrections. A calculation in a (9:10) cell with vdW interactions already
shows variations in the Re-C pair distribution with a smaller proportion of large dis-
tances. This is expected since vdW interactions have been shown to reduce the height
of the graphene ripples in the region of weaker interaction, like in graphene/Ru for
instance [6]. Overall the calculation provide good agreement with our STM images
(Figure 69c,d). Calculations show the square modulus of the wave function integrated
between the Fermi level (EF) and EF+0.5 eV. This cross section is taken just above the
highest graphene atom. It shows bright protuberances that correspond to hcp-fcc stack-
ing regions and lines. Carbon related states (at Γ point) are found at an energy lower
than in graphene indicating an electron transfer from Re to C. Because C hybridization
is modified, it is not possible to give a quantitative value of this charge transfer.

d

a b

c d e

1.6 nm

Figure 69: a) Schematic view of the supercell from the side to show the graphene buckling. b)
Cross section of |Ψ|2 integrated between -0.5 and 0 eV. The cross section line is paral-
lel to the x supercell axis and goes through the hcp fcc site. Colour scale: blue: low,
white: intermediate, red: strong intensity. c) Ab initio calculation results for the (7:8)
superstructure. Cross section of the square modulus of the wave function integrated
between EF and EF+ 0.5 eV. d) High resolution STM topograph of graphene/Re. e)
Number of C-Re pairs as a function of distance.

Band structure calculations (not given) show that the valence band of Re is broad.
The fact that it dominates the states in the vicinity of the Fermi level complicates the
interpretation of the results. To search for graphene Dirac cones, we selected the eigen-
states with the strongest carbon character but we found no trace of graphene linear
dispersion which is another evidence of the strong graphene-Re interaction. Carbon
related states (at Γ point) are found at an energy lower than in graphene indicating an
electron transfer from Re to C. Because C hybridization is modified, it is not possible
to give a quantitative value of this charge transfer.
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5.4.3 Suppression of graphene Raman modes due to the interaction with Re

Ex situ Raman spectroscopy reveals a strong luminescence from the Re thin film, and
vibration modes which are typical of Re [192] (Figure 70). However, none of the
graphene signature, the G and 2D vibration modes, could be observed. This was
carefully checked with high measurement times and for two different wavelength of
the excitation laser. We cannot rule out that the graphene signals, of they indeed exist,
are overwhelmed by the strong luminescence background from the Re.

Our observations is unlike the situation (see dedicated chapter in this thesis) of a
weak interaction between graphene and a substrate, like Ir(111), but similar to those
obtained on a strongly coupled system, graphene on Ru(0001) [185]. In this system it
was proposed that the Kohn anomaly in graphene was suppressed due to the strong
interaction with Ru(0001). Such a suppression was argued to make the graphene G
and 2D modes forbidden [193]. Here we demonstrate a similar effect in graphene in
Re(0001), which is unlike the situation of a weak interaction between graphene and a
substrate like Ir(111).

5.5 conclusion

We have established two growth methods for graphene on Re(0001):

on high purity bulk Re single crystals, only several TPG cycles allow form-
ing high quality graphene without carbide, thanks to the different carbon
adatom concentrations needed for nucleating and for equilibrium between
graphene/carbide islands and the carbon adatom.

on thin Re films, a surface segregation process induced by cooling down the
sample after it has been enriched by carbon in its bulk, yields prominently
graphene, but also other phases which we tentatively identify as carbide,
bilayer graphene, and disordered graphene phases.

The interaction between graphene and Re(0001) is strong, giving rise to a moiré with
a strong buckling and presumably a deep modification of graphene’s electronic prop-
erties, as suggested by the DFT calculations and as shown by the absence of Raman
modes.

Graphene on Re(0001) thin films reported here have been employed at CEA Grenoble
by C. Chapelier and C. Tonnoir to study superconductivity induced in graphene by the
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proximity of Re. A very high transparency for the Cooper pairs of the C/Re barrier
was found in this system, allowing for the observation of a superconducting gap much
similar to that in bare Re. This observation is a direct consequence of the strong
interaction between a single layer of graphene and Re(0001) [194].



6
C O N C L U S I O N A N D P E R S P E C T I V E S

6.1 general conclusion

In this thesis, we have studied epitaxial graphene grown on different metal substrates,
which may be used as platforms for developing new hybrid systems. Three sys-

tems have been studied: (i) graphene decoupled from an Ir(111) substrate by interca-
lated oxide ribbons, (ii) graphene on Ir(111) intercalated by (sub-) atomic layer Co, (iii)
graphene on Re(0001). These three systems exhibit desirable features in the prospect of
functional hybrid systems, with advanced electronic, magnetic, and superconducting
properties respectively, as we will describe below.

As we have seen in the first chapter of this manuscript, depending on the nature of
the metal, the strength of the graphene-metal interaction may vary, and the properties
of graphene and of the metal may vary accordingly. This provided us with a turn-
ing knob for tuning the properties of graphene, and with this in mind we addressed
weak interaction systems, graphene/Ir(111) a graphene/Ir(111) intercalated by an ox-
ide, as well as stronger interaction systems, graphene/Ir(111) intercalated by Co, and
graphene/Re(0001). Our review of the literature in chapter 1 also was an occasion to
describe the types of defects which are encountered in typical graphene/metal systems
(these defects are also found in other systems). In this work we decided to exploit these
defects in order to control new intercalation pathways, which allowed us for instance
to control the intercalation at local scale.

We have used a surface science approach to address the preparation and properties
of graphene/metal systems, intercalated or not. First an in situ one relying on STM
and RHEED; second a mixed ex situ/in situ one, combining STM, RHEED, AFM, Ra-
man spectroscopy, and XPEEM. Whenever possible, we exploited the power of in situ,
in operando microscopy (LEEM). This microscopy is quite versatile (suitable for imaging
during Co deposition or under 10

−7 mbar of a carbon precursor, at temperatures as
high as 1475 K).

In chapter 3, we found that the interaction of oxygen with epitaxial graphene on
iridium leads to the formation of an ultrathin oxide layer upon air exposure, extending
between graphene and the metallic substrate via the graphene wrinkle. These wrinkles
were shown to play a role as efficient diffusion channels for oxygen-containing species.
The intercalated oxide is in the form of ribbons, whose thickness, length and width
are typically 1.5 nm, several microns, and few 100 nm, respectively. The oxide ribbons
were found to strongly modify the inelastic light scattering of graphene, which we
showed is an evidence for a 10−12cm−2 change of charge carrier density in graphene,
corresponding to a shift of about 200 meV of its Fermi level.

Chapter 4 described the intercalation process of Co thin layer between graphene and
Ir. Upon mild annealing (400 K) of Co pre-deposited on graphene at room temperature,
we found that Co intercalates more efficiently below those graphene domains having
lower interactions with Ir(111), namely domains whose carbon zigzag rows do not
align with the dense packed ones of the substrate. On all kind of graphene domains,
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intercalation was moreover found to start at curved graphene regions, but surprisingly,
distinctive types of curved graphene were found relevant depending on the kind of
graphene domain. On graphene domains whose carbon zigzag rows aligning the Ir
dense packed ones, Co intercalates on top of the substrate step edges, which are cov-
ered like a carpet by graphene, while on other kinds of graphene domains, wrinkles
are the locations from where intercalation occurs.

Chapter 5 was devoted to another class of system based on strongly coupled graphene
on Re(0001). We first studied bulk single crystals as substrates and found that none
of the processes developed by other groups for growing graphene on metals with
which it strongly interact (Ru, Rh) apply on Re(0001). We have thus employed a new
growth method confined to the surface, which exploits the distinctive C adatom con-
centrations for carbide and graphene nucleation, and for equilibrium growth of carbide
and graphene. This method consists in nucleating graphene with the help of high C
adatom concentration, and to grow it far from equilibrium with still a high concentra-
tion. In practice, this consists in cycling low temperature adsorption of ethylene and
high temperature flashes. Rhenium thin films on sapphire provided us with an alterna-
tive growth substrate, for which we found that a simple temperature-induced surface
segregation of C dissolved into the thin film at high temperature, yielded prominently
graphene on the surface. Besides the graphene phase we also identified other carbon
phases, possibly a carbide and/or graphene bilayer, whose surface fraction increase
with the C precursor dose. We finally found that the Raman signature of graphene
is absent on Re(0001), as revealed by DFT calculations by looking for graphene Dirac
cones, no trace of graphene linear dispersion was detected, which is another evidence
of the strong interaction between graphene and Re(0001), .

6.2 perspectives and open questions

Further understanding graphene growth
While the growth of graphene single layers is relatively well-known, the growth of

graphene multilayers still holds many of its secrets. How and where graphene layer
beyond the first one grow is for instance only partially known. The same applies for the
relative crystallographic orientation of successive graphene layers. With this in mind
we have started the study of the growth of multilayer graphene on Re and Co foils.
Once understood and controlled, these systems may allow to provide graphene with
controlled and uniform number of layers, which would be transferred to any support
after chemical etching of the metallic support. This approach, especially relevant in
the case of Co foils (easily etched by chemicals), would provide a valuable alternative
to the multi-transfer processes needed to prepare multilayers from Cu substrates.

Manipulation graphene’s properties by intercalation
As we have seen a spontaneous intercalation of an oxide happens when graphene/Ir(111)

with open wrinkle ends is exposed to air. On the one hand one may consider further
promoting the intercalation in order to achieve thicker and full-layer oxides. On the
other hand one may exploit the self-limitation of the width of the oxide ribbons in order
to construct charge carrier density-modulated graphene structures, which have been
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predicted to exhibit rich electronic spectrum, with electronic band gaps and anisotropic
electronic band structures [160].

Further understanding Co intercalation, and new magnetic properties in graphene/Co/Ir
We have recently found that intercalation of Co, not from curved graphene regions

as discussed in this manuscript, but from the edges of graphene islands, produces
interesting effects in graphene. More work is needed to understand the energetics and
kinetics of intercalation in this case, and to determine the role of strains and graphene-
metal interaction in the intercalation process.

There have been interesting observation a magnetism induced in graphene by con-
tact with Ni and Fe [10], and exciting proposals that such magnetism could be modu-
lated at the nanoscale, inside the moiré [109]. Controlled intercalation, in high quality
systems such as the ones we have developed, are well-suited for high sensitivity, maybe
even local-scale, studies of magnetism in carbon. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism,
combined or not with PEEM, and spin-polarized angle-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy, are techniques of choice for addressing these issues.

Making graphene superconducting and probing the interface
Graphene is expected to be superconducting by proximity effect. Graphene/Re(0001)

is a strongly coupled system and it was shown by our collaborators at CEA-INAC
that this is valuable for achieving a highly transparent interface for Cooper pairs
from Re to graphene, which makes graphene superconducting. However, as such,
graphene/Re(0001) has its electronic properties deeply altered by the extended graphene-
Re contact. In order to achieve both good contacts and free-standing contact, we envis-
age two solutions. The first one would consist in locally intercalating graphene/Re(0001),
with oxygen species for instance. The second one would consist in addressing graphene
samples on Re with a mixture of bilayer and monolayer regions: the topmost layer in
bilayers is expected, as on Ru(0001) [88] to be quasi-free standing, but since growth
by segregation is expected to proceed from below [53], this topmost layer should be in
direct contact with the Re substrate in monolayer regions.
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